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! Cri tigue 
Abstract 
Entrepreneurshi P p.nd Econ0l11ic Development: A Cri tique of the 
Theory 
by Rhode. E. Howard, Denartment of Sociology 
submitted in pqrtial fulfilment of the requirements for the 
degree of Master of Arts 
This thesis is q criticism of th8 "entrepreneurial 
school" of econorrlic c1evelopment, which cont~n(l s th!=l.t 8. major 
cause of uncierdevelopment in the Thirci World is the poor 
"entrepreneuriR.l spi ri t" in the se areas. rfhe entrepreneurial 
spirit consists of certain values R.nd beh8viour 1,rhich it is 
presumed existed in the West at the time of its development. 
To test the validity of this theory ernpiricgl evidence on 
entrepreneurs is examined; this evidence includes historicRl 
data on the West, especi8lly the United States and France, 
and twenty-one area studies of entrenreneurs in the Third Horld. 
The evidence suggests thRt there i8 little difference between 
the values and behaviour of entrepreneurs in the t1'!O Breas. 
It i s concl uded th8.t wh9.t difference s do exi st in entrenreneurshi p 
in the two arGas are not causer:'! by rHfferences in "spirit" but 
by structural economic fq.ctors 8.nc'1. by rlifferences in the stR.ge 
of canitalist developrnent reached in each ar~a. 
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Chapter l 
The Boots of ~ Entrepreneurial School 
During the last twenty-five yeArs a considerable body of 
research has been conducted by American social scientists into 
the question of the connection beti-reen entrepreneurship and 
economic growth in underdeveloped countries. An attempt has 
been made to r'liscern the tynicFl.l v8.lues and behaviour patterns 
of indigenous entrepreneurs in such a way that, when they are 
compared to Western or Americ~n entrepreneurs, differences 
bet~Teen their vA.lues And behaviour c~n be used to explain the 
differences in the levels of economic development of the two 
areas. The assumption is made that certain cultural conditions 
existed in the West at the time of its great expansion in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, and that similqr conditions, 
were they to exist today in countries present1y underdeve10ped, 
would cause simi1ar expansion. Max \veber i s the in spi ration of 
this academic persuasion. His rational, frugal, achievement-
oriented Puri tan businessm-=m has become a model for what is 
exuected of entrepreneurs in the Third Wor1d. 1 Weber's image of the 
ideal businessman ha.s been more or 1ess merged l~Ti th that of 
the innovator and risk-taker of Joseph Schumneter. 2 
Thi s schoo1 of thought (~!hich l shal1 henceforth refer 
to 8S the entrenreneuriQ1 schon1) i8 noted for its concentration 
1 
l''lax Weber, The Protest~:mt Ethic and the Sni ri t of Capi ta1ism 
(Ne1<r York: ëharles Scribner's Sons, 1958) -
2Joseph Schumpeter, ~ Theory Qi Economic gevelopment, 
(New York: Oxford Univ. Press, 1969) 
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on cultural as opposed to structural theor1es of development. 
A ml3.jor exponent of 1ts position, Thomas Cochran, states that 
"growth or change 1s a cultural process in wh1ch 1t 1s d1ff1cult 
to segregate the econom1c factors"3 and tfuitt the d1fference 
between Latin Amer1can and United states "styles" of entrepre-
neursh1p 1s a result of "certain persistent basic culture.l 
att1 tudes relF.i.ted to d1fferent econom1c behav1ourlt~ It 1 s qui te 
clear that lack of entreureneursh1p 1s cons1dered to be ~ 
cultural var1e.ble 1mped1ng gro~Tth. 
G1ven the ph1losoph1cal position of th1s school of thought, 
1t 1s not surpr1s1ng to learn that 1t 1s predom1nantly North 
Amer~.can, nor that many of the non-North Amer1cans who are members 
of the school are Amer1can tr~üned. Indeed in general the United 
states leads the ,·rorld in propound1ng cultural as oppo sed to 
econom1c or structural theor1es of 1ndustr1al development, a 
leadersh1u only to be expected cons1der1ng that 1t 18 the lead1ng 
post-war 1mper1al1st power. This situation 1s unfortunate 
1nasmuch as 1t results in 9. d1scred1t1ng of aIl cultural theor1es 
among sorne radical social sc1ent1sts, even though sorne may 
conta1n more than a grain of truth. 
There 1s alwRYs an 1nterve1ng variable, a f11ter, one " 
m1ght say, between people c.md an "objective" situation, 
made up from aIl sorts of l'1ant s, expectat1ons, and other 
1deas der1ved from the p~st. This 1nterven1ng variable, 
wh1ch 1t 1s conven1ent to call culture, screens out 
certain parts of the objective situation and emphas1zes 
other parts ••• the res1due of truth in the cultural 
explanat10n 1s that what looks like an opportun1ty or 
a temptat10n to one ~rouu of people will not necessar11y 
seem so to another group with a d1fferent histor1cal 5 
exper1ence and living in a d1fferent form of society. 
3Thomas C. c'ochran, "Culturql Factors in Econom1c Growth," 
4Journal .Qf.Econom1c H1ston, XX, no.4, (1960), p.515 
ibid, p.51? ' 
5Barr1ngton Moore, Jr., Social Or1g1ns of Democracy ~ 
D1ctatorsh1p, (Boston: Beacon Press, 19b6) u.485 
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Nevertheless 1t 1s the pos1t10n of th1s wr1ter that, desp1te 
the gra1n of truth 1n somecultural analyses of development, 1t 
1s generally the structural com~onent of society '<1h1ch determines 
soc1al change.Many of the area stud1es to be exam1ned later 1n 
this thes1s su~gest that structura~ changes can 1nduce rap1d 
"cul tural" change, at least 1n 'jtbe select cultural attr1 butes 
relevant to econom1c behaviour, and thus faci11tate econom1c 
development. 
Thus the debate between cultural anŒ structural theor1es of 
soc1al change 1 s to sorne extent a spur10us one. AnalyticB.l 1 ssUes 
are obscured by soc1al sc1entists of d1fferent po11tical 
persuas10ns who use the1r arguments in order to attribute blame 
e1ther to 1ndigenous social groups or the external colonists 
in the never-ending discussions of what have been the"i;.causes of 
~derdevelopment. While it is perhaps dangerous to jump 1nto 
theAfray and accuse an entire body of social scient1sts of 
extreme polit1cQl b1as, 1t seems quite clear that the entrepre-
neurial school's almost complete rejectt6n of structural 
causes of underdevelopment (especially of such factors as 
colonialism and class relations) leaves little choice but to 
do·,::so. 
In this connect10n it is 1nteresting to speculate on the 
political biases of Max Weber, the intellectual forefather 
(al though perhaps he Noul(l have di savovJed the progeny) of 
this school of thought. Robert Rhodes believes that Weber has 
been much mali~ned in the cultural theor1ests' misinterpre-
tations of his work. 
Much of the Qnti-r.1arxist work on development purports to 
be in the tradlt:on of MRx Weber. Social scientists who 
cU sli ked Marx qnd didn' t understand Weber embraced Heber' s 
cri tique··'of .. Mm..rx wi thout noting the large areas of conscious 
and substs.ntial agreement between their approaches to 
society •••• ln their eagerness ••• to relegate the role of 
economic conditions to a secondary place, scholars became 
vulgar Weberians. Weber'~ careful qualifications and 
'l"1arnings were ip;nored ••• 
It is commonplace among the cultural theorists to insert 
disclaimers regarding the omission of structural factors in 
thei r analyses; hOil1ever, thi s '\.-Tri ter at least i s mor'" inclined 
than usual to take Weber's disc18imers seriously becuase of his 
acknowledged reputation as an economic historian and as a scholar 
in general. Nevertheless the history of his political career 
predicts clearly the political biases of his intellectual 
descendants. Weber ",Tas et best a bourl2:eois liberal: at w'orst a 
German nationalist and imperialist. He supported democracy 
insofar as it resulted in the emergence of strong, efficient 
national leaders, but he wes hardly a.n admirer of government 
l'by the peopl el'. 
\. 
In a democracy the people choose a leader in whom they 
trust. Then the chosen leader says "Now shut up and obey 
me lt • People and Darty a.re then no longer free to interfere 
in his business.? 
ln general Weber idëntified with the bourgeoisie and fought 
against the left. 8 His political views, then, to a large extent 
coincide with those of his latter-day American followers in the 
entrepreneurial school. 
6 
Robert E. Rh"des, "The Disguieed 60nservatism in Evolutionary 
Development Theory",Science ~ Society,XXXII,no.4,(fall 
1968),pp.3B6,388 
7H•H• Gerth and C.Wri~ht Mills, From Max Weber, (New York: 
Oxford Univ. Press,1946) p.42 -------
8Marcuse, Herbert, "Indüstriali 7 ation and Capitalism in the 
Work of Max Weber", in l''~En:' ,Negations, (Boston, Beacon 
Press, 1968) p.208 
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~he lnslstence on Flnalvsls of purely cultural reasons 
for underdevelopment can only be interpreted as a deslre to 
construct a theory of underdevelopment whlch ls purely internaI 
to the countrles concerned. InternaI structural or economlc 
caUses of underdevelopment mFly also be consldered, but the maln 
thrust ls to 19nore externel economlc CqU3e~ whlch are so wldely 
acknowledged out slde of the academlc cl reles of the It/estern 
capltallst natlons. 
Emphasls on the tradltional characterlstlcs of back~·.Tard 
socletles shlfts the responslbl1lty for the contlnued 
backwardness of much of the world onto the peoples of 
the areas, and denles the hlstorlc responslbillty of the 
Western world.9 
Colonlallsm and its effects on th~ lnclpient bourgeolsle, or 
entrepreneurlal class, of colonlzed countrles is thus conveniently 
ignored. 
The polltical conservatism of i~noring the effects of 
colonlalism ls obvious; not so obvlous, perhaps, are the counter-
revolutlonary lmpllcatlons of the cultural theorles which, in 
John Kunkel's words, "assume thA.t values ani personalltles 
10 
change only very slowly over the generat:tôn:s". It is useless 
to plan measures of social change since the ingralned valu':!s and 
tradl tlons of the people wl1l resl st them. But experiments tnc: 
planned soclal change such as that conducted by the Cornell 
Universlty group in Vlcos, Peru, should emphatically prove that 
12 '.J.: this notlon is false. he Indlans of Vicos were noted for 
9Rhodes, "0.:385 
lUJohn Kunkel, "Values and Behavlour ln Economlc Development", 
Economic Development and Cultural Change, XIII, no.:3,(Aprl1 
1965) p.2,58 -
11A1lan R. Ho1rnberg, "Changing Community Attitudes and Values 
in Peru: A Case Study ln Guidf"d Change", ln Richard R. Adams 
et al, ei. f:Social Chantye .!n. La,t'ln Amerlca Todai, (New York: 
Harper and Bros., 1960 , '). 
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their apathetic, pessimistic acce-ptance of their lot. Yet when 
a concerted effort was made to change their situation, by 
reducing their obligations to the hacendado, by providing them 
with means of credit to buy necessary farm equipment, by 
encouraging them to take control of their own educational 
facilities, and by ~iving responsibility to their elected leaders, 
their behaviour (if not their nebulous "values") changed 
tremendously: for instance, they produced a mqrketable surplus 
on their land for the first time. Contrast this with Banfield's 
recommendation to send Protestant missionaries and upper class 
propogandists of democracy to combat the apathetic, pe~simistic 
values of the peo"Ple in the depressed southern ltalian village 
which he studied.12 
The success of the cultural theorists in obfuscating 
the effects of colonialism and pr~viding a counter-revolutionary 
ideology, then, are clear. Yet despite the political relevance 
of the cultural theory very li ttle seems to have been TI'rri tten 
in the way of criticism of it. The article by Rhodes quoted 
above and Andre Gunder Frank's ttSociology of Development and 
the Underdevelo'Oment of SOCiology,,13 seem to be the only relevant 
general leftist critiques available, and neither of these deals 
specifically with the question of entrepreneurship. Rhodes' 
article d"'als with the cultura.l thesis of develo-pment, concen-
trating on the more weIl known works by Weber, Banfield, 
McClelland~4and Hagen~5 Frank's article has a section on 
12Edward C. Banfield, The Moral Basis of a Backward Society, 
l3(Chicago: The Free Press,1958) p.170-- -
Catalyst, no.3, (summer 1967) 
14Dav1cL,IMoC,l9l11andt The Achieving Society, (New York: The 
Free Press, 1961) 
15Everett E. Hagen, Hm'] Economie Growth Begins, (Cambridge: 
M.l.T. Press, 1961;--
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McClelland's theory of entrepreneursh1p, but does not rev1ew 
the masses of other 11terature on the top1e. As far as non-
left1st critiques are concerned, the most important 1s John 
Kunkel's behav1oural1st thes1s.16Kunkel's main concern 1s with 
those analysts '\ATho 1ns1st on look1ng for thev!=üues in i'lh1ch 
the behav10ur of entrepreneurs ori~1nates. He argues that 
behaviour is a direct 1ndicator of personal1 ty and v8.lues, and 
that there is no need to look beyond behav10ur for the nebulous 
values l'Th1ch somehow detArm1ne 1t. Kunkel' s thesis 1s radical 
insofar as 1t upholds the structural as opposed to the cultural 
view of social change • 
••• as long as man' s activit1e.3 are considered to be a 
function of values or personal1ty little attention need 
be d1rected to the 1mmediateJsurround1ng social environment, 
since 1t is not so much the present social structure as 
that of the past i'1h1ch 1s most 1nvolved in the formation 
of values and personal1ty •••• To change man's activit1es 
one need not concern oneself w1th altering values; one 
needs to change only certain elements of the operant 
cond1t1onin~ contf7~ of wh1ch aIl men at aIl t1mes are 
an integral part. 
However Kunkel's critique is only partial; it 1s chiefly 
concerned w1th crit1ctst~gthe psycholo~ical theories of social 
change. It considers methods of inducing changes in values and 
behaviour necessary for development, but 1t is not concerned 
with themain import of th1:s thesis, which 1s to discuss 
whether the values and behaviour positied as necessary ex1sted 
or ex1st in the West during its per10d of development or in 
the present-day Th1rd World, and, whether their existence 1s 
established or not, to discuss how necessary thesevalues and 
behaviour actually are to development. 
16 see Kunkel,"Values ••• ", op.cit. and also'his Society .2.!!.9. 
Economie Growth, (NeN York: Oxford Uriiv. Pr~ss;1970) 
17Kunkel, "Values ••• ", pp.276,261 
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Th1s thes1s 1s 1ntended to at le~st part1Rlly f1ll the 
gap 1nr.cr1 t1c1sm by mqk1ng a broad overv1ew of the 11 terature, 
both of the "theoret1cal n ~Torks on entrepreneursh1 p and of the 
emp1r1cal studies of entrepreneurs in var10us areas of the· 
world. The overv1ei,T ~T1ll be by no means comprehens1ve, g1ven 
the bulle of the 11 terature, but 1\T11l focus on the more w1dely 
read authors and stud1es. It i~111 not, however, d"'al wi th 8tr1ctly 
psycholog1csl accounts of the development of entrepreneursh1p 
such as are exemp11f1ed by McClelland and Hagen, nor will 1t 
comprehend that vast body of l1terature wr1tten by business h1sto-
rians and management experts.The former deals Nith the development 
of values and behav10ur, not w1th the question of whether the 
values and behav10ur are necessary for development; the latter 
1 s more concerned w1 th techn1 c8.1 A.spect s of business and 
m8.nagement than T,'i1th soc10lo~ic8.l analyses of these phenomena. 
The entrepreneurial school can be critic1zed on various 
levels. The most abstract level of cr1tic1sm, ~f course, 1s 
emborli ed 1n the ongoin? o.ebf:'.te bet1'Jeen cultural and structural 
theories of social change. Frank makes three cr1ticisms of the 
cultural school; that 1t 1s a-h1storical, thRt 1t 1s not ho11st1c, 
and that 1t denies th&l!?e'lev8nce of structural change.18To state 
that the entrepreneuria.l school 1s not 1nterested in history would 
be unfair. Cert9.inly much h1 storic8.1 1':,ork h8.s been done, for 
instr:mce 1n the journal EXPlorations ln Entrepreneur1al H1 story~ 
on the development of entrepreneursh1 p 1n the Hestern \,Torld, 
espec1allY 1n the United States and France. Furthermore 1n 
studyinr.: underdeveloped cOllntries 'tArri ters of this persuas10n 
generally 1nvest1gate their histories. 
18.Frank, op.c1t., PP.32-34 
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To charge the entrepreneurial school with a lACk of 
holism Nould be more ,ê;. prouos. For instance, its lack of holism 
is very clearly seen in its insistence on analysing the 
development of entreureneurs in terms of individual character-
ist'ics and behaviour, instead of in terms of the development of 
a class, the bour~eoisie. Throu~hout the literature theTeis 
constant reference to the "familY backgrounds" of entrepreneurs, 
and attempts to discover ~·!hat their personal chare.cteri8tics are 
by discussing whether thev come from a landownin~, a merchant, 
or a small handicraft type of family. In many cases information 
is given which i8 extremely pertinent to the discussion of 
Nhether the Western bourgeoi scIasses arose from the merchant G! 
classes or from the small rural cra.ftsmen.19An obvious line of 
investigation of entrepreneurship, then, would seem to be what 
structural factors cause movement from one stratum of the 
eli te to another in developing societies, ~:md 't\rhat factors cause 
a change in the che.racteri stics of members of these groups 
such that, for instance, they decide to become industrial 
entrepreneurs instead of import-export merchants. 
But to posit such a line of investigation is to ask for 
recognition of the priority o~ structural over cultural variables, 
and to do this would be to discred.:!J.t a considerA.ble amount of 
the work on entrepreneurship. Fr~:;mk is correct in criticising 
the cultural theorists for denying the relevance of structural 
change. There is a confusion between correlation and causality 
in the literature, based upon the assumption that culture is a 
atatic, independent force in society. Since culture is static 
19see for instance Ivlaurice Dobb, Studies in the Development of 
Capitalism, (New York: Internqtional PUbliShërs, 1963) ch.~ 
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and 1ndependr-mt. 1t can always be found to precede, and there-
fore to cause, econom1c change (or lack of it).Barr1ngton Moore 
p01nts out that there 1s no considergtion of the fact that 
culture and SOC1Rl cont1nuity must be renewed 1n each generat10n, 
and that they 1'1111 be renewed onl:v 1f there are enough po't'-Ter 
groups and/or structural c1rcumstances promot1ng that rAnewal. 
'l'he assumption of 1nert1a, that cultural and social 
cont1nu1ty do not require explqnation, ob11terates the 
fact that both have to be created ane'tAT 1n each generat10n, 
often with gre~t pa1n and suffer1ng. To maintain and 
transm1t a value system, hQ~an be1ngs ~re punched, bUl11ed, 
sent to ja1l, thrown intoconcentrat10n camps, cajoled, 
br1bed, mad? 1nto heroes, encouraged to read newspapers, 
stood up aga1nst ~ wall 8.nd shot, and somet1mes even 
taught soc10logy.GO 
It 1s interesting to l'lote 1n thls respect that, since the 
analysts of the entrepreneur1al school attr1bute the'lack of 
entrepreneursh1p to cultural flaws, they 1nsist on making policy 
recommendat10ns wh1ch often border on the Rbsurd. They propose 
to someho't'J promote cultural change w'i thout di sturb1ng the 
structure of society. It seems much more lo~ical to make Gustav 
Papanek' s sarcast1c 1nference that rl=.l,dicc!.l strùatural change 
through direct government controls would be ideal 1n underdeveloped 
states, since "even w1thout the1r inhibiting effects, few 
21 
effective entrepreneurs l'Till emerge". One does not have to 
worry, as one does 1n the Un1ted States, that government, 
controls w1ll stifle pr1vate in1tiative. 
Leaving as1de the broader debate, however, this thesis 
will concentrate on a more empirical cri t1que of the llfork done 
on entrepreneursh1p. 'l'he theme of the li terl=.l,ture 1s, bas1cally, 
that there are certain entrepreneurial qualit1es necessary for 
development which are not available in underdeveloped countr1es. 
20Moore, op.c1t., p.486 
2l"The Development pt; Entrepreneursh1p",Amer1can Econom1c Rev1ew 
papersJand proceed1ngs,52 , no.2 (May 1962), p.48 
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There are three ways of eritieizing this notion. First, it 
may be that sorne of the ehar.Sleteri stic s which are not available 
in the area coneerned are not neeessary for developmet; for 
example, innovation (in the sense of invention, not adaptation) 
is net as necessary in the twentieth eentury, whe~ technologieal 
change is to sorne extent routinized and easily transferrable, as 
it was in the eighteenth and. nineteenth centuries. Secondly, 
in sorne instances it would seem thA.t the characteristie is 
available but that, eontrary to the opinion of the analysts, 1t 
1s not necessary for development; for eXA.mple, eompetitiveness 
and the 'tüllingnesR to take fil3.anc1al risks are not as neeessary 
if an economy i8 planned as they were 1n the "laissez-faire" 
atmosphe~ o~nineteenth-eentury Britain and the United states. 
And fina~ly, some of the eharaeteristics whieh do not seem to 
exist superficially ean in fl3et be seen to exist if one analyses 
the situation elosely enough. A major critieism of entrepreneurs 
in underdeveloped areas 1s that they do not b~have 1n a rat10nal 
fashion; for 1nsta.nce, theY make qUick-profi t 1nvestment tnstead 
of 1nvesting in long-term profitable enterprises; but th1s may 
be rational 1n the context of h1ghlV 1nflat1onary economies. 
By analysing the eomponents of entrenreneursh1p as defined by the 
entrepreneur1 Q l school, then, l hope to d1scover whether in 
fact the "necessary" values and beh8.viour do ex1st in the 
underdeveloped a.reas. 
Br1efly, then, the body of th1s thesis will cons1st of 
three ehapters. The first w1ll be a summary of the different 
meanings of entrepreneurship presented in the theoretieal 
-12 ... 
writings of the entrepreneuri8l school. From this summary two 
mod 0 ls will be abstracted, one of entrepreneurshi-p in the develped 
West and qnother of entreureneurship in the underdeveloped 
countries. The next tl'!O chapters will be an attempt to determine 
't\Thether in fact these two models correspond to reali ty. The 
entrepreneurial school's model of Western development is based 
largely on its interpretation of Weber's ~ Protestant Ethic .ê:!l2. 
the Suirit .Qf. Capitalism; hence this work Nill be analysed. 
A minor excursus l'Till be made into the li terature on minori ty 
groups who are inordinA.tely successful in business, especially the 
Jews, in order to cri ticize the cultural theori sts'·:contention 
that their success in due to Protestant or Protestant-like cultural 
characteri stics. EntreIllen-eu.r:;hi p in the United states will be 
examined in order to determine '\\Thether i t actually coincides 
with the model posited for developed nations; similarly France 
will be examined to dr-termine whether it conforms with the 
model for underdeYelopment, since there is a considerable body 
of research in the entreureneuri'?l school 't<1hich claims that 
France, as a Western nation, is relatively underdeveloped, for 
the same cultural reasons as Third. l,1lorld countries are under-
developed. Finally, an analvsis will be made of the empirical 
studies of entrepreneurship in underdeveloped countries, in 
order to determine 't'lhether the v.Sllues and behaviour of the 
entrepreneurs do actually conform to the theoretical model. 
It will in fact be found that neither of the two 
theoretical modpls postulated by the entrepreneurial school 
corresponds to re!=llity. Rather, the two models C8.n be collapsed 
into a single model of entrepreneurshi p, in both the ~tlest B.nd the 
Third World, at similar stages of development. 
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Chapter II 
The Theoreticj:ü Frame"Tork of the l3Xlt"'epreneurial School 
To enti tle thi s chapter "the theor~ti cal frame1'1Ork of 
the entrepreneuri8.1 school ll i s in actu';üi ty to implv far more 
coherence and lucidity to the school than it deserves. One of 
the Most telling d~fects of this school of development is 
preci sely that i ts defini tion of the 1.vord lIentrepr,:meur" is 
exceedinglv fuzzy. Its "theory" is nothing more than a Melange 
of various definitions of the word used by various authors. 
At times, entrenrpneurship 8eems to be usen. 8.~ a term envelop-
ing every facet of economic life. At other times it is confined 
to more specific functions. The comparabilitv of the different 
studies of entr~preneurs, both in the pest and in the present, 
is ~reatly hinderAd by the lack of agreement of the various 
authors. 
It is aIl the more telling a defect of the entrepreneurial 
school that so Many journa.l articles have been devoted to the 
search for agreement on its terminologv with such a naucity of 
results, especiallv considering that the sociql scientists 
engaged in this area of research havehad a considerable amount 
ofcontact wi th one another, through the Ha.rvard University 
Research Centre in Entrepreneurial History, established in 
1948, and its organ, Explorations in Entrepreneurial History 
(as of 1970, ne1'llv enti tled Explorations in Economic Hi story). 
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While i t i s frequentlY 8 c knOi>JledJ:?;ed in the "theorati cal" 
articles thAt their conceptw=!.l apparatus iS'~unc±ea:r, li ttle has 
been done to solye the problem. 
Tb be completel;v faithful to the essence of the school, 
then, i-'1ould requi re my nresenting an undi fferentiated 11 st of 
defini tions of entrepreneurs tal{pn from the \Tarious journal 
articles on the subject. This would be of little help, howe\Ter, 
in trying to understand whether or not the entrepreneurs in 
underde\Teloped areas conform to the picture presented of them. 
l shall therefore instead prJspnt two models which l have 
abstracted from the literature on the subject; one, Model A, 
describes the modern de"IJeloped nation, the other, Model B, describes 
the backward underdeveloped nation. ChFl.pter III will be concerned 
"t'oTi th analysinp-; "-Thether entrepreneurs in the developing West 
did indeed conform to Hodel A, and ChFlpter IV wi th i~Thether 
entreprl'meurs in the present-day Third 1,Torld conform to 
Model B. 
The major concern of these models i8 with the values 
and behaviour of the entrepreneurs described; the behaviour, 
of course, sprinR;s from the predominant values. Model A, that 
of entrepreneurs in developed nations, has been taken from 
the various definitions presented in the literature of the 
model entrepreneur; that is, the m8.n who actSin a truly 
"antrepreneurial" fashion. This model, then, is an abstraction 
6f the more frequently discussed characteristics of entrepre-
neurs, and it is with this model that this chRpter will be 
concerned, since it is an attempt to show the theoretical 
framework of the school. 
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As noted in Chapter l, thA mqjor inspiration for the 
entreprAneuri81 school has been the work of Max Weber and Joseph 
Schumpeter. Weber's thesis on the rplationship between Protes-
tantism and the "spirit of capitalism" will not be examined 
here, as R critical examination of his work ismade in Chapter 
III. Suffice it to sayat this point that Weber has posited 
the three "values" 't'1hich are most import8.nt to entrepreneurship 
as defined by the entrepreneurial sChool;1.e., rationa,lism, 
asceticism, and the achievement orientation. Schumpeter, on the 
other hand, has pro"lrided the raots of the ideas of the behaviour 
of entrepreneurs in his notion of the entrepreneur as innovator. 
The t't'ro models converge ina.smuch as innovation can be seen qS 
a function of the rqtional, educ8.tion-ori ented attitude to 11fé. 
The t1'10 models are extended by the entrepreneuri8.1 school to 
incluà.e other aspects of the functions or behaviour of entre-
preneurs, such a.s manap::ement, capital-accumulation, and risk-
taking. In general, the behaviour of the entrepreneurs is 
descri bed in terms of the functions 1'1hich they are expected to 
fulfil. 
'l'he first of Weber' s v8.1ues, then, to be adopted by the 
entreprpneurial sC nool i s th8.t of r8.tionali ty. According to 
Weber 
The t'e-rm "formaI rqtiomüi ty of economic Rction" wtll be 
used to desi~n8.te the extent of quantitative calculation 
or accounting 1'1hiïh is technic~üly possi ble and which is 
actuallv adonted. 
IMax Weber, The Theorv of Social and Economic Org8nization, 
(Ne,'.' York: The' Free Press, 19/-1-7 fp:184-5 
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It is this definition which has been adopted by the entrepre-
neurial school. There is a constant search in their different 
studies of Third World countries to determine how much cost-
accounting, audi ting, 8.nd double-entry bookkeeping is used, in 
order to determine h01'J mo(1ern the Third World entrepreneurs 
are. The concept of r~tiona11ty has been extended to cover 
general notions of efficiency in business, such as keeping 
appointments on time, making: nlans on the basis of adequate 
information and calculation of costs, and having universalistic 
criteria of hiring as opposed ta the p8rticularistic criteria 
claimed to be so prevalent in family-o~~ed, nepotistic enter-
pri ses in the Third vlorld. Cochran' s model of the tVPical 
Latin American entrepreneur describes weIl the irrationAI type: 
the La.tin American does not keep appointments becau.se i t i s 
a sign of culture to be unhurried,2he prefers a feeling of bein!?; 
simnatico with his associRtes ta choosing them on the basis of 
their merits~ and he is a victim of nroyectismo, d tendency to 
make plans "{Ili thout analvsi s ann. then to assu;me- that the plans 
4 are fact, instead of carrvinr: them throuR;h. 
Those ;'Jho value rgtion81i ty must conduct the mqnagement 
of their enternrises in a certain way. Therp is a pro~lem, 
ho~ever, hotly dpb8ted in the entr~nrpneurial school, over 
whether or not rational management can in fact be considered a 
function of the entrepreneur, given that SChumpeter's definltlon 
of the entreprFmeur focusses on hi s "innovatl ve" function. 
2 )Cochran, op.cit., p.524 
41bid, p.521' 
ibid, p.518 
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Indep-d Schumnetp.r himself sepmR to believe that rationality 
and innovation ureclude each other. 
The more accurately ••• we le8.rn to know the naturc.tl and 
social 't','orld., the more perfect our control of f8CtS 
becomes; and. the greater the extent, with time and 
progressive rationalization, within which thin~s can 
be simplY calculated and indeed quickly and reliably 
~alculated.z. the more th~ si~nific.qnce of thi s function 
lInnovati2i7 dp-creases. 
"Mere managers" 9.nd "entrenreneurs lt are, for Schumpeter, two 
different types. 6 The entreproneur is charB.cterized by his 
"creative respons.3" to the economic environment; the changes he 
makes within it '~oî'3.nnot be predicted by applybl:g":the ordinary 
rules of inference from the pre-existinq; facts"? "Everyone is 
an entrepreneur only when he carries out new combinations".8 
But it is in defininr-; entreprF'neurship as "new combln-
atlons" that Schumpeter provides room in his theory for the 
risin~ school of business theorists who wish to include rational 
management a s a comuonent of en tre.preneurshi p. For he clalms 
that development i s Rlso defined by the carr;Ting out of ne1-'T 
combinatlons. The entrepreneur, then, is an agent of development, 
if he carrles out new combinations of the factors of production 
'tAThlch result in the introduction of neN goods, ne,!!T methods of 
production, new markets, new sources of raw' materials or semi-
manufB.ctured goods, or nel!oJ' forms of organlzatlon. 9 This deflnition 
of new combinations is so broad 8S to include most of the 
functions of management. Ev8.ns, for instance, defines entrepre-
neurs as "those who orgAnlze, manage, and. actively control the 
5 6schumpeter, op.cit., p.8S 
ibid, p.83 
7 Joseph Schumpeter, "The Creative Response in Economic H1story': 
Journal of Economic History,VII,no.2 (Nov. 1947), p.lSü 
8Schumpetër,~ Theory ••• ,op.cit., p.78 
9ibid, p.66 
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affairs of units that combine the factors of production for 
the supply of goods and ser"ices"~O 
Different authors take different positions on the place 
of m~na~ement in entrepreneurship, but for the purpose of this 
study management is included in the models for two reasons. 
First, it is included bec~use the area studies of entrepreneurs 
in the Third World make frequent reference to managerial practices 
as important fActors in the effect of entrepreneurship on 
development. Secondly;', i t i s included because despi te Schumpeter' s 
contention that the significance of innovative enterprise 
decrRases as rgtional1tyincreases, some amount of his "creative 
response" will ~lways be needed, if not in the innovation, 
then in the adaptation, of new goods to underdeveloped areas. 
Those who manage may often be those who make decisions to 
adapt technology from developed areas to make it suitable for 
underdeveloped areas. Indeed, several authors suggest that this 
very dec1sion-making 1s a primary funct10n of the entrepreneur. 
Collins defines entrepreneurship as "essent1ally a broad 
organiz1ng and decision-making function"lland Meyer claims that 
entrepreneurship consists of the making of "intelligent 
investment decisions, public and private, ~nd ••• reasonably 
sound. choices"l2 
No matter how broad the definition gets, however, it is 
obvious that a key aspec~ of the concept of innovation is 
10 George Herberton Evans, Jr. "The Entrepreneur and Economic 
Theory", American Economic Review, papers and proceedings, 
XXXIX, no.3, (May 1949), p.336 
110rvis F. Collins,David G. Moore and Durab B. Unwalla, The 
Enternrising Man (East Lansing, Mich.: Michige,n State Univ. 
12Business studIëS, 1964), p.16· . 
A.J. Meyer, Middle Eastern Capi ta1i sm, (Cambridge: Harvard 
Univ. Press, 1959), p.34 
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technological innovation. It is assumed in the literature that 
there has been a connection between Protestantism, capitalism, 
and a high value set on scientific education, a value which 
induces technolo~ical innovation. According to Robert Merton, 
the connection is caused by the direct relationship between 
Protestant rationBlity and their tendency to assume that the 
uni verse is an order~d, understandable place; hence their desire 
to learn in order to understand the universe.13 Another likely 
explanat10n for the phenomel1on i s th9.t because the Protestants 
stressed literacy (since ~ttwas a religious tenet that each 
man had to be able to understand the Bible himself, rather than 
depend on a priest to interpret it for him) they were more 
likely ,t9 go to school.The li teracy which they acquired in 
school opened the door to their learning various new scientific 
and technic81 ideas. 
Furthermore, the ~tress on scientific education stems 
directly from the high value placed on achievement in the 
Protestant ethic. Protestants were expected to fulfil their 
vocation, or calling, to the best of their ability. A man's 
worth 'Nas measured by how weIl he accomplished his chosen task, 
and status was confer~ed on the basis of accomplishments, nQt on 
the basis of "tr.qditional" criteria such as birth. To achieve 
his goal. then, a Protestant businessman had to be able to 
innovate and to understand the ~rowing technology of his time. 
Those who study the Third World often stress that the 
entrepreneur in underdeveloped areas is not 8S technologically 
13Robert K. Merton, "Puritanism, Pietism, and Science", in 
___ , Social Theory 8.nd Social Structure, (Glencoe: The 
F'ree Press, 1957) --
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m1nded, hence not ~s qble to 1nnovate, qS the Western Protes-
tant entrepreneur. Cochran, for example, contrasts Henry 
Ford's "s1ngle-m1nded obsess1on w1th technologytl to the Lat1n 
Amer1can entrepreneur Torcu8.ta d1 Tella, 't'-Tho he cla1ms i s 
more concerned w1th be1ng: an "alI-round man,,;4 (Th1s contrast 
is actually qu1te strange, cons1der1ng tha.t 1n a separate work 
Cochran points out the nurnerous techn1cal 1nnovat1ons di Tella 
made 1n h1s bus1nessl5) Th1s lack of a techn1cal outlook 
comb1nes w1th a lack of ascetic1sm 1n the Third World to h1nder 
development. Th1rd World entrepreneurs are constantly cr1t1c1ze~ 
for the1r ascr1pt1ve status or1entat1ons, and the1r concern for 
fam11y prest1~e, wh1ch leads them to engage 1n lav1sh, almost 
consp1cuous spend1n~ 1nstead of sav1ng as, suPw sedly, did 
Weber's Protest~nts. It 1s d1ff1cult, for two reasons, to 
understand why this not1on 1s included in analyses of entrepre-
neurs in underd.eveloped. areas. First, in actual case studies 
it is seldom found that entrepreneurs personally overspend; rather, 
their s8.vings, or more likely their families' savings, often 
help to put them in business. Secondly, in most cases, at least 
in Western develonment, savings have not been ~·eiIt-'l'.ilin 
startin~ enterprises • 
•• • it 1s quite true that, hOl~rever great the role of 
self-fin8ncing may be in the course of the development 
of an enterpr1se, the ori~in81 nucleus of means has 
be3~ hut rqrely acquired by the entrepreneur's own 
saving; activity .... 1'rhich in fact is one of the reasons ••• 
f6rdistinguishing the entrepreneur ••• from the caPitqlist.16 
14 Thomas C. Cochran, "The Entrepreneur in Economie ChA.nge", 
Explorations in Entrepreneurial HistorY,3,no.l (fall 1965) 
lSP.34 
Thomas C. Cochran and Ruben E. Reina, Entrepreneurshin ~ 
Ar~entine Culture, (Philadelphia; Univ. of Pennsylvania 
Press,1962) 
l6Joseph Schumpeter, "Economie 'rheoryand Entrepreneuri"!l History" 
in Richard V. Clemence, ed jssavs of JjA. Sghumpeter, (Cambridge: Add.ison-Wesley 19S5, TISI p.2 1 
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Probabl:v the question of s8.vinP.'s has become important 
in the minds of those an~l:vsing entrepreneurs in underdeveloped 
areas because of the n~cessity of finding sorne group in these 
societi es which ilJ1ll fûlfil the fUl1ction of accumulating capital. 
In the more sophisticated literature on entrepreneurship, such 
as in the quote from Schumpeter above, the functions of the 
capitalist (or the financier) and the entrepreneur have been 
separated, as indeed these functions have long been separated 
in the Hest. In unn.erdeveloped areas, however, separate groups of 
capitalists have not emerged, or if they have, they are often 
controlled by colonial p01'J'ers, or the structure of the legal 
system is not such as to prdvide for the creation of credit. 
The ares. studies point out time and again the lack of adequate 
capital cren.it facilities. But it is not in accord with the 
cultural bias of the entrepreneurial school to attribute a lack -
of funds for development to structural causes, hence it falls 
back on the "values" interpretation of entrepreneurship, and 
bl8.mes the tradi tiong,lism of Third World entrepreneurs for an 
inability to accumulate capital. 
Simils.rly the idea of risk-taking17 has long oeen 
separated from the concept of entrepreneurship in the minds of 
Many writers, yet the connection lingers on in the writin~s 
on Third World entrepreneurs. Risk-taking is the only one of 
17~Risk" is used here only to mean risk of capital goods, not 
risk of loss of one' s job, of status, etc •• It is acknm'Jledged 
that aIl entrepreneurs risk something in their activities, 
even if they do not supDly their own capital. Bu~ then, so 
do aIl workers. The incidence of 10ss of life and. limb is much 
hir-:her amonp: l'J'orkers than amon~ entrepreneurs •. ::'Evervone 
involved in the production process takes risks of one kind or 
another. To extend the concent of risk indefinitely is to 
render i t meaningless. The (U stinction must be made 
beti'J'een thosp. Nha risk capi t~ü and those who take other 
Kinds of risks. 
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the many entrepreneurlal functlons whlch can be derlved from the 
"'Tri tlnll's nel ther of Heber nor of Schumpeter. Schumpeter expllcl tly 
denles that the entrepreneur ls the risk-bearer. 
Rlsk-taklng is in no case an element of the_entrepre-
neurial function. Even though he may rlsk hls reputation, 
the direct eCî~omic responsibility of failure never 
falls on him. 
Similarly Weber's Protestant ls if A.nythlng too prud.ent and 
cautious to take unnece ssary ri sks, 13.1 thou~h he mlg:ht eng~ge'~.ln 
calcule.teo. risk-tak1ng. It is this calculated risk-tak1nf.;,perhaps, 
that the entreureneurial school claims àoes not exlst in 
underdei.Teloped 9.reas. Entrepreneurs B.re often crl tlcized for their 
desire for security, and their lack of adventuresomeness, often 
translated as a deslrefor security. Yet thelr behaviour may 
be hl~hly ratlonal, as Alex~nder polnts out. 
After properly dlscounting for the uncertalntv and 
rlsk, preference for the tradltlonal Qctlvltles over 
industry m~~ represent fully rational maximizlng 
behaviour. ":J 
Like capital aCJumulation, it is assurned that risk-bearlng was 
an important funétion of the entrepreneur in the developlng 
Western society, anà is still an important functlon of the 
entrepreneur in und.erdeveloped societies, inasmuch as the 
functlon cannot be passed over to any other group. 
Such, then, i8 Model A, the model of the ideal entre-
preneur's values and behaviour, and the functlons he performs. 
There is no slngle article any~AJhere ltJhlch ·t\Tould present a model 
of the modern entrepreneur in this form, but each of the 
18 Schumpeter, The Theory ••• , op.cit., p.l;7 
19A1ex P. Alexander, "The Suppl y of Industrlal Entrepreneur-
ship" , Exploratlons ln Entreureneurlal History,4, no.2 
(winter 1967) p.lho -
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charac teri stic s n.'t\Tel t upon a bove has been mentioned. by various 
authors on the subject. Weber's characteristic values of rational-
ism, asceticism, and the achievement orientation have combined 
Nith Schumpeter's notion of innovation to produce a composite 
picture of the idpal modern Western entr~preneur. The functions 
of risk-takinr; and capital accumulation have been added because 
although they are no longer considered to be necessary in the 
develoued economies of the world, they were formerly necessary 
in the West, and they are still necessary in underdeveloped 
areas. 
The model of Western entrepreneurship, then, is also a 
model of what the writers of the entrepreneurial school would 
like entrepreneurship in the Third World to be. But Model B 1s 
closer to what these writers feel is the actual state of 
entrepreneurship 1n the Third World. l have touched briefly on 
Model B in this chqpter, pointin~ out sOrne of the ways it 
differs from Model A. But Mod.el B 1s not meant to be a summary of 
the theoret1cal frame~'lork of the entrepre'1eur1al school. It 1s 
rather a short-hand way of looking atmany of the common 
criticisms levelled a~ainst entrepreneurs in underdeveloped 
. 
countries. Chapter IV will analyse the findings from the area 
studies to determ1ne to what extent they conform to Model B. 
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Chapter III 
Entrenreneurshiu ln ~ ~ 
1. The Weberian Thesis 
As sho't'om in the monel of \vestern development presented 
in Chapter II, Max Weber' s t'hesis is the b9.sis for assumntions 
about the process of develonment made bV the entrepreneurial 
school. The rationali sm, frugali ty, and 8.chievement orientation 
of hi s Protestant busine ssmen are the bases of 8.11 the charac-
teri stic s of the modern \vestern entrepreneur. It i s therefore 
nacessary to investigate the connections which he m8.kes betl>J'een 
tlle Protestant ethic and the spirit of capi büism, in order to 
discover whether they are indeed legitimate. It would se~m that 
the two phenomena, Protestantism and. capitalism, are connected 
in some way, but the direction of causality is far from clear. 
In fact, it may weIl be that they are both offshoots of independent 
developments in early modern Europe. 
Weber's thesis is suspect from the beginning because of 
the defini tionFl.l fuzziness of his terms; in this he resembles 
the modern entrepreneurial school. He does not once dpfine what 
he means by the term "Protestant". Samuelsson points out thA.t he 
sometimes r~fers to Protestantism in ~eneral; sometimes only to 
Calvinism and the Free Church sects, leaving out LutherA.nism; 
sometimes only to Calvinism; and finally simplY to the 
Il secularized Puri tani sm of Ben .1 ami n Franklin U .10ne cannot even 
l Kurt Samuelsson, Religion and Economic Action, (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1'9"bl+, p.14-S--
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make the case that he is progressin~ from a hi~her to a lower 
level of abstraction as he s'to\ri tches back and forth in his book. 
Hè does, hOi~Tever, define capit8.lism, as "the pursuit of profit, 
and forever renewed profit, by means of continuous, rational, 
cFrpitalistic enterprise"~ But he does not seern to be conceptually 
clear even on this ~oint as he later st~tes that the "most 
important principle of the capitalist ethic ••• is generally 
formulated 'honesty is the best poliCy'u~ Honesty may be the 
best policy if one wishes to obtain a Christian salvation, but 
not necessarily if one wishes to be a successful capitallst. 
Weber has been most tho~oughly crltlclsed for ignoring preclsely' 
such Protestant doctrines as the stress on honesty, which mlght 
weIl be lnimlcal to true urofit maxlmlzation. 
Weber's bellef that Protestantism, and more especlally 
Calvlnism, has generated the capitAllst ethlc stems from a 
r8ther tortuous reasoning, inasmuch as, in trying to prove the 
connection, he seems to mislnterpret theactual content of 
Protestant doctrine. Weber's reasoning is as follows. The 
Calvinlsts believed in predestination; certain people were 
elected to 9;0 to Heaven. It 1'-T8S lmpossl ble for one to leam lf 
he were a member of the elect; however, he was expected to act 
as if he were one of the elect, as not to do so would be to 
exhibit a lack of gr8ce. To act as lf one were elect entalled 
adopting a calling, and fillfllling this calling ln a methodlcal, 
"rational", self-dlsciplined way. The ordinary Calvinist 
2 Webe~, Protestant ••• ,op.cit., p.l?, italics in the text 
3ibid, p.151 
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believer, hov1,tever, could not stand. the uncertainty of not 
knowing whether he 't~Tas one of the e]ec'b;~ ·Bence the religious 
precept s 't-rere corrupted into the notion that if one fulfilled 
one's call1ng, one mi'ght be one of the eleèt, whereas not to 
fulfil one!s callinR; was to indicate that one was Most certainly 
not one of the elect. The Calvinist leaders urged their flock 
to fulfil their callings bV savin~ and investing. Weber quotes 
one of the Calvinist prophets thus. 
If God shoN you a ~!ay in which vou May lallJ'fully get more 
thail in another Nay ('Ttii thout ~<Jrong to your soul or to any 
other), if VOU refuse this, and choose the less gainful 
way, you cross one of the enda of your calling, and you 
refuse to bc God's steward ••• 
The forgotten qualification in this statement is the 
injunction not to do harm to any other soule More than a feN 
writers have suggested that Weber has grossly misinterpreted 
the actually very antt-capitalist Calvinist doctrine. Samuelsson 
maintains that in reality the major concern of Protestant religious 
leaders was to make sure that the ethical constraints on the 
practice of business 'tATere gdhered to, and. that they mo st 
reluctantly gave their consent to c~pit81ist practices beca.use 
mA,ny of their converts were men 1lJ'ho,already cCl.pitalist, had 
converted to Protestantism because both c8.pitalists and Protes-
tants were et that time in opposition to the state-church 
establishment. Sombart points out that Protestantism was an 
other-worldly rF'!ligion which inhi bi ted rgtional planning and 
calculation. 
Protestantism has been aIl along the line a foe to 
capitalism and more especially to the capital\st economlc 
4R~chard Baxter, quoted in ibid~ p.162 
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outlook. How could it be otherN"1se? C8,pit,g,lism is 
something worldly, somethin~ for this life on earth 
••• but for th~t very reason it will be hated and 
condemned of 8.11 who re~ard our.51ife here as only a 
preparation for life hereafter. 
Ta-v.mey' s Viei-'T, in the other hRnd, ls not that Protestantism 
was especiRlly other-Norlclly but thFtt its rulesof conscience, 
especially as regards usury, nrofit-makin~, Rnd their concomitant 
exploi tation, 1,rère fB.r stricter than the Catholic • 
•• • as far 8.S the first gener8tion of reformers "Tas 
concerned, there was no intention, among either the 
Lutherans, or Calvinists, or AnglicA.ns, of relaxin~ the 
rules of good conscience ••• If anything, indeed, their 
tendency was to interpret them with a more rigourous 
severity, as a protest 8!,;ginRt the mor81 laxity of the 
Renaissance !1.nd, in D8rticu18r, ag,~,inst the avagice ~'Thlch 
was thought to be peculi8rly the sin of Rome ••• 
Ta1Amey' s vi ew fi ts w'ell wi th the p..:en eral internretation of the 
rise of Puritanism at a tiJ1e of economic clealine in t.J'estem 
Eurppe in Nhich it::'t'1as i!l1"Oossible to spena as 18,\rishly as 
previously. 
One could spend Rn indefinite amount of time debating the 
"true" nature of Protestantisme The reaso~, of course, is that, 
9S Weber hirnsèil.f noints out, the sects of Protestantism T,ti'ere 
m8.ny and varied, and sorne had the "capibüist spirit" while 
others did note The Quakers, for instance, evidence aIl the signs 
of the classic Weberian pattern. They accent the idr--a of the 
callinr-:, put ':!1Uch stress on industry and fru9:':üity, hold property 
rights as absolute, and regard succeS8 in busines,s as a sign of 
the Lord's favour. 7 Tolles presents much proof of the pre-eminent 
~ërner Sombart, quoted by Phili n Siep;elmcm, introduction to Sombart, 
6Luxurv Rnd C8.pitg.lism, (Ann Arbor: Unlv. of Mlchlg8.n, 1967) p.xi 
R.H. Ta-v.rney, Reliéion Rnd the Rise of CapitRlism,(Middlesex: 
7Pen~uin Books,193 ) p.~ --- ---- --
Frederick B. Tolles, Meetin~ House and Counting House, 
(N e i'T Yo r k : W. W. Nort 0 n, 19 6 3 ), p • 5 C; - 57 
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position of Quakers in the economic life of Philadelphia; 1n 
1769, for instancp, they constitutp.d only one seventh of the 
population but over half of those paying taxes over ~100.8 On 
the other hand the Mennonites, a180 a devout Protestant sect, 
do not show any unusual signs of business acumen. The Mennonites 
emphesize work and regard prosperity as a sign of God's blessing, 
as do the Quakers. They are a frugal people as they regard 
we8.l th as a sacred charge, not ta be prodigally spent on consp1cuous 
consumption. 9 However, bec~use of their strong emphasis on 
brotherly love the:r have comnletely wi thdra't\1Yl from the outside 
world's economic aetivitiesj their ethic prevents the~ from 
entering occupations which mi~ht be chosen on the basis of 
economic calculations beca.use of the moral ambiguities, such as 
the necessity to exploit labour, of Many of these occupations. to 
Thils one cri tici sm which can be levelled 8.gainst Weber, or 
perhaps more accurately a~!:ün st the entreprenellrial school l'Thich 
takes Weber overly seriollsly, i s that the Prote stant "culturel' 
is so varied both as to content And as to practice that it should 
not be posi ted as a general theory:' 't'Thich can be used to explain 
structural changes. A more mundane criticism is that Weber was 
s1mply wron~ in correlatin~ ProtestRntism and capitalism; that 
c9.pitqlism developed in many places where ProtAstantism did not 
elX:ist. The mercantile cR"Ditalist Itali8.n cities of the Renaissance, 
the Hanseatic Le8.gue, the Dutch cApi tali st ci ty of Antwerp; aIl 
are arees which were capitalist while remaining Catholic. In 
8ibid , pp.LP8-1·~9 
9Estel VIayne Nafziger, "The [ljennoni te Ethic in the Weberian 
Fr8.mework" ,~..{plorations in Entrepreneurial H1stbry,2, no.), 
16spring-sUmmer 1965}, p.~91 
ibid, pp.19)-95 
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f80ct the decline of the Nether18.nds I3.nd the Hanseat1c League 
set in after they had bepn influenced by the Reformation. 11There 
seems to be no evid'''nce that the te spi ri t of capi t8.11 sm" was not 
also prevalent ln these Catholic cltles at the time of thelr 
economic ascendqncy. Sombart traces the evolution of the bour-
geois type from fau'!'tèenthi1century Catholic Florence. The dlarles 
of Florentine businessmen stress such virtues 80S diligence and 
applicqtion; "there ls nothing so hurtful s.nd noxinus to public 
and private life as idle citizens".l2St • Tho:nas Aquinas, Sombart 
contends, stressed the reason r,rhich regulates the world and 
controls passion13, 'tt>Thl1e the medieval C~tholic Schoolm3n 
praised economy and condemned ldl.eness and cheating: "" .these 
later Schoolmen had more sympathy for and understs.nding of 
capitalisrn that the seventeenth century zealot preachers of 
Puritanlsm".14 Samuelsson points out that the French Catholic 
writer Jacques Savary wrote books in the late seventeenth 
century which contained exactlv the same capitalist precepts 
as did those of Benjamin Franklin himself.15 A study of eighteenth 
century colonists in CF.l.tholic Quebec and Puri tan N'eTAT Enp.::land 
shows that both groups were equally bourgeois or capitallst 
oriented. 16 
Nor is there any indication that the ~reat American 
entrepreneurs were inordinr:ltel:r Protestant. It has been noted 
that Benjamin Franklin' s parents \!Vere Puritans, and that his 
11Samuelsson, op.cit., p.l04 
12Alberti, Del Governo della Famiglia, quoted in Werner Somba.rt, 
The Quintessence of Capttalism, (New York: Ho'\.;rard Fertig, 
13196?), p.108 --
4ibid, p.238 1 ibid, p.240 
165samuelsoon, op.cit., p.61 
1 Cameron Nish, Les Bourgeois Gentilshommes .9& k Nouvelle-
F'ranc e, (Montreal: Fides, 19"613j) • 
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first employers ,.,7ere Quakers, but, despite his writings, 
Franklin him8elf was no capi tqli st. Rather, he was far froID 
frugal t,n his own life, "his wife' s good man8.gement helped to:-;_ 
balance his extravagance,,17, hw was gen3rous to a fault, and he 
retired at the age of forty-two, as soon as he hqd the income to 
do so, so tha.t he could be "uninterrupted by the li ttle cares and 
fatigues of business".18 
As for the Robber Barons, Josephson, a well-lrnown historian 
of, their era, states that 
~t would be false to denv or overlook the strong religious 
impulse shared by most of the great possessors of money, 
who were nearlv aIl apparentlv true believrrs, Godly 
men, 9nd generous champions of the Church. ~ 
But almost immediately· afterwards he contradicts himself by 
pointing out Veblen's contention that many of the wealthy gave 
money ta the church for status reasons; by painting out the 
ritualism enjoyed by Pierpoint ï10rgan, 't'Jho 1'19.8 thrilled by Rome; 
and by explaining th3.t James Hill gave money to the Catholic 
church becuase he knel'T the church held moral sway over hi s 
immigrant workers and would help to keep down labour unrest. 20 
Sombart summarizes weIl the "Puritan" morality of the Robber 
Barons. 
Of the great victors on the racec:Jurse of modern capitalism 
i t may be asserted, what was recently s8.id of Reockefeller, 
that they knew how ta ~lide2~verevery moral restraint with 
almost childlike disre~ard. 
Nevertheless, in disputing the above, it could be contended 
17Larzar 2iff, Franklin, (New York: Holt, Rinehart, 8hd \-!inston, 
181964), p.vii 
ibid, p.ix 
19I~atthew Josephson, The Robber Barons, (New Yorl\:: Harcourt i;;~r4 
20Brace and Co.,19)4)~. 317, italics mine 
21ibid, p.)19 
Sombart, ~ Quintessence ••• , op.cit., p.18) 
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that it is irrelevant whether or not the great capitalists were 
themselves Protestants, as long as they had the Protestant ethic; 
1. e., that they w""re frugql, rational, :::md. achievement-oriented. 
However there is some question as to the actual relevance of th1s 
ethic in capitalist development. Nef, for inst~nce, points out 
that the "first industrial revolution Cl began 1n England between 
154l!) and 1560, before the moral precepts of ·savings and hard 
W'ork had become very important. 
T~e changes 1n religious teaching on behalf of savings and 
hard work, which Weber traces to the rise of Calvinistic 
Protestantism, could hardly h8.veli'lbeen responsi ble for the 
first remarkable speeding up in the rate of economic 
growth in England. That p-;ot under way between 1540 and 
1560, before Calvin's English and Scottish disciples 
had made an important mRrk on individual conduct. 22 
Moreover many of the great fortunes which enabled the merchant 
classes to invest in industrial production Nere based on war, on 
plunder, or on exploitRtion of uneq.ual trade relations between 
different countries. 23Their fortunes were certain1y not made by 
meticuous savings of small gains. But there May be a point to the 
argument that an ethic of asceticism was necessary in order to 
p:fOmote the ~rowth of smqll Rnd medium-si1l8d businesses during 
this periode The Reformation did promote such behaviour, although 
i t did so more perhaps as a r"'sul t of the gener8.l1v contractlng 
economy of the time than as a result of a moral desire for 
f rugs!.li ty. Ho st great fortunes, hO'\lJever, were not accumulated 
by the petty frugali ty which Sombart cl ai ms 't'Tas more sui ted to 
shopkeeping than to adventurous enterprises. a4 
22Nef , op.cit., p.223 ~aDObb, op.cit., Chapter III 
S1egelmr.m, in Sombart, Luxury, op.cit., p.xii 
Similg,rly thR rqtionQl .~ spect of the Protestant ethic 
h8.s been necessary for the develoDment of modern capitstlism, 
al though the rqtion~.li ty of the Puri tans as OUpo sed to any other 
group of people h~s Most cert~inly been overstressed. One cannot 
be rRtional in the abstract; one can only be rat10nal in the 
pursuit of a goal. Birnbaum has sumrnar1zed \'Jeber' s concept of 
the rational as "the continuaI Neip.:hinr:; of preferences in terms 
of the relative costs of att8in1n~ each".25 But this dpfinition 
is almost tautological; clearly ~ny people in 8.ny society, in 
pursu1t of any (;oal, Nill measure the costs of their alternative 
actions. Hence Spiro CRn defend the Burmese on the charge that 
they spend "irrationally" on religious fRst1vals and pagodas 
by pointing out the relative benefit to the Burmese of attaining 
their goal, that of Et haJa>PY reincarnation.26\~eber's capitalists 
can only be r8.tional in pursui t of thei r own f!,oal, which, according 
to him, is "the pursuit of ••• forever renewed profit". But the 
pursuit of profit wes by no means unique to the Protestants. 
Weber in fact defines rRtionality more elaborately than 
Birnbaum's summary indicates. 
The term "formAI rationRlity of economic action" will 
be used to designate the extent of quantitative calculation 
or accounting which is technicRlly possible and Nhich 
is actually applied. A system of economic activity will 
be called formally rational accordin~ to the dpgree in 
which the provi,sion for needs, ~Thich i s essential to 
every rational economy, is capable of bein~ expre8se~7 
in numerical, c8.lculable terms, and is so expressed. 
There is in this definition a hint of the notion that the 
25Norman Birnbaum, "Conflicting Interpretations of the Rise of 
Capi ta1ism: Marx and Heber", Bri ti sh Journl'l.l of Sooiology, 
264 , (1953), p.127 -
- Melford E. Spiro, "Reli~ion and Economic Action in Burma", 
27American Anthropologist, 68, no.5,(Oct. 1966) 
Weber, Theory ••• , op.ci t., pp.18Ll--85 
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Puri tans were more sCientifically or technologically oriented 
the.n other i2:roups, hence more able to calculate and measure their 
costs and gains. Merton presents considerable evidence to show 
that the Protestants were lndeed more scientifically oriented 
than Catholics. His major argument is th8.t the Royal Society, a 
scientific org8.nizqtJion founded in En~l8.nd in 166), was predominantly 
Puritan. 28 Bu.t this is hardly a convincing argument. 
To whs.t extent should we expect there to be Catholic 
memebrship in this body ~e Royal Socie1Ï7when kno~~ 
Catholics i'Jere subject to fines, confiscations, and 
i.tmprisonment; 1'Jhen they were banned from scholarship 
in the universities, teachin~, and other academlc 
pursuits; i>Then profe.s~ional and politica.l occupations 
for religious tests?2~ 
called 
Merton also presents as evidence the fact that the only univer-
sity to be founded in England between the middle ages and the 
nineteenth century was founded by Crom1'Jel13? furthermore that, 
on the Continent, the Protestant academies in Fr8.nce gave much 
more attention to scientific and utilit8.rian subjects than the 
Catholic; and that the Pietists f01..mded the Univer~üty of Halle, 
the first Germa.n university with thorough training in the 
sciences.)lBut such correlative evidence reme.ins correlative, 
and nothing more. Quite possibly what happened was that those 
people who became independently interested in education tended 
to leave the Cathollc~church. 
In any case, the ability to calculate and measure, which 
was increased by the new interest in education, should not be 
confused with Weber's tendency to calculate and measure, a 
28 Merton, op.cit., p.584 
29James W. Carroll,"Herton's Thesis on English Science", 
American Journal of Economics ~ Sociology, 1), (19S4),p.4)1 
)OMerton, op.cit., P:S86 
)libid, pp.587, S89 
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tendpncy by no me~ns confined to the Purit~n ethic. Both 
Protestants and C~tholics were interested in achieving status by 
increasing their wealth. As wealth became a ~oal in and of itself, 
and as in popular belief one's achievements, hence one's status, 
became automatically correlated with the amount of one's money, 
both groups becarne interested in any means of increasinp-; that 
wealth. Insôfar as a scientific education was a prerequisite for 
the successful runnin~ of a c~Ditalist enterprise, there is no~ 
evidcmce that Protestants were any more likely to evince interest 
in education than Catholics. Indeèd if, as Carroll maintains, 
Protestants 1>J"ere so eager to mono"9olize educ~tion in England, 
perhaps it was because they i'Jere afr~id. of C8.tholic competition. 
Asceticism, rationality, 8.nd the achievement orientation, 
i t h~s thus been establi shed, c8.nnot be specifically connected in 
.cmy way 'Ni th the Protestant ethic. Further ervidence to support 
this point of view will be presentedbelow in connection with 
an analysis of French and American entrepreneurs. In the 
meantime, before leaving the subject of the Weberian thesis, it 
1s important to consider the other arguments as to the effects 
of the Prote stant ethic on the develo-pment of c8.pi tali sm. The 
most frequently mentioned of these is the contention that 
Cal vin1 sm promoted development by removing the ba.n on usury. 
This point wouln. seern somewhat i rrelevant in vie',·! of the fact 
that the economic expansion of Europe took place at a time of 
exceedingly lo't'T interest rates. 32Whatever the interest rates, 
moreover, there does not seem to be any indication that the 
32 Samuelsson, op.cit., p.92 
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Protestant church was any more lenient ~n thls regard than the 
C!3.tholic. Luther denounced USUtê-r-s-, even to the point of dpnying 
33 th~ a Christian burial. St. Thomas Aquinas, on the other hand, 
sanctioned usury in borrowing for productive purposes, and in 
general the Catholic church allO'i~ed usury as long as the financier 
shared sorne of the risk involved in the enterprise. 34 It could 
l'lfell be argued th8.t some of the more Puri tanical preachers Nere 
fighting a re8.Fguard action against the Catholic church's 
leniency to businessmen. 
Probably the most importA.nt effect s of the Reformation 
were not in the arf.3a of mora!. precepte or of cultur:::tl values at 
aIl, but in the area ofsocial and economic changes. The contribution 
of Protestantism to the development of 11teracy is well known. 
The confi scation ofc1Church A.no. monastery lands 1'-ras clone for 
political, not religious reasons: 
At a time 1t-Then princes everYNhere in Europe sought 
increased power, princes in the north were exuloiting the 
spirit of the Protestant reformation, "t\'ith its opposition 
to the worshi~~ the wealth, and the government of the 
Roman church.j) 
but its ef!ects were economic. It eliminated one of the 3reatest 
sources of' thes8.urization in Europe36 , and ln England at~':least, 
11b~rated much iron and c08.1-rlch land for sale and hence for 
more economlc use. 
Whether the land was retalned by the Crov-m, (whose 
officiaIs were Q.l'sposed to lease i t out on terms favourable 
for its economic d-velopment) o~ solO. to subjects, the 
33 3l?aTt.>ney , op.cit., p.lB4 Sombart, The Quintessence ••• , op.cit., p.240 
365~ef, op.cIt:, p.230 ~ Stânislàv Andreskl, "Capitallsm and Relll2;lon", in _--:::-__ , 
The Uses of Comu8.rative SocioIop'y, (Berkeley, Univ. of 
CaliforniqPress,1969), p.19h 
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change of ownershin encour8.ged its exploitation for 
pur-poses such 80S coql mining, the conversion of irg~ 
and other ores to metals, the making of salt, etc. 
The work force increased with the.abolition of celibacy as an 
ideal,and the reduction in the number of Roly Days "rationalized" 
the org8.nization of work. 38 There is no doubt that the Protestant 
reformation did hAve irery important effects on the development 
of capitalism, but these Nere not in the realm of values. 
To sum up, then, two important -points abo·.lt Weber' s 
thesis must be 'rcept in mind. First, 1.t is not at aIl clear that 
the l'Protestant ethic" J2.§.! ~ ever existed; the beh!3.viour 
p~tterns presentAd by \oJeber m9Y have been true of some groups 
but were by no means unl~ersal among Protestant groups; 
furthermore, they were also true of some non-Protest8.nt grou-ps. 
Thi s sugge st s therf'~o·re that i t was c ertainly not the cultural 
configuration of Protestanti sm 1'3'hich was responsi ble for the 
alleged connections made by Weber betw'een Protestantism and 
capitalism. Moreover, insofar as the alleged connections did 
actually exist~ Weber has proved only their correlation, not 
the ca.usality of one over the other. Insofar as Weber is the 
intellectual forefather of the cultural theorists, and especially 
of the entrepreneurial school, then a ri~ourous analysis of 
Weberis cause enough t~ susuect their analyses as weIl. 
A theoretical school based on unsound precepts may weIl be 
itself unsound. 
3~ 38Nef, op.cit., p.232 
ibid, p.234, 35 
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2. Minority Groups and Entrepreneurship 
An offshoot of the general cultural analysis of development 
is the school of thought which attributes the alleged business 
acumen of certain minority ~roups to their cultural charqcter-
istics. Jews, of course, have been the main focus of this sort 
of analysis. 1.Jhile Max hTeber rejectecl the notion that Jews were 
prominent in the d""velopment of moClern cA.pi te.lism, Werner Sombart 
iATas i-cs major spokesman in his book, ~ ~ m:lli Modern Capitalismî9 
Sombart believed that i t wes the Jei\T~ who carriecl modern 
cA.pitalism, in its icleological, t~chnologicFll, and financial 
e.spects, from Portugal, Spain, and Ital v to the Low Countries 
40 and to Engle.nd. He attributed their commercial genius to the 
fact that the Old Testament glorified riches, as opposed to the 
Christian ideal of poverty, and to the Itrationalization lt of 
Jewish life; that is, to its suppression of the sexual appetite 
and of artistic tastes~l Furthermore, he believed that the Jews 
could be more self-seeking in business than other groups 
becaQ'Se oflt ••• the Deuteronomic injunction which permitted different 
commercial dealinp-:s and a different moral code in relations 
between Jews and non~Jew's,:42 
Several criticisms can be mado. of Sombart's position 
without going into the more structural explanations of the 
commercial success of the Jews. To begin with, Sombart aucepts 
the myth that the Je~·;rs somehow treat their own 'People less 
39(New York: Collier Books, 1951) 
40Warren G. Scoville,ItMinority Migration and the Diffusion 
of Technology",Journal of Economic History,ll, no.2, 
41 (Nov. 1947); p.359 --
42Sombart, The Quintessence ••• , op.cit., p.264 
Siegelman, in Somb8.rt, Luxury ••. , op.cit., p.yiii 
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exploitatively thaft they treat other peonle; with the exception 
perhaps of p-;hettoized Jews, this belief is larp.;ely Christian 
mytholop.;y. More important, i t i s by no means evident th8.t the 
Jews have~been carriers of c8.pit8.1ism. Barbour, for instance, 
maintains that the Portuguese and Spanish Je11'ls who immigrated 
there were not import.qnt in the building un of c8pitalism 
in Amsterdam. L~3 Furthermore ,al though there mRy have been sorne 
coincid "'nce between the arrivaI of the J e1';S and the flouri shing 
of capitalism in Amsterdam, "in Engl8.nd the foundations of 
capitalism were laid during the period between the expulsion of 
the J ews and thei r return". 44 And Nhile the J elAJS may hRve onc e been 
prominent in the ~ommercial life of Eastern Europe, East 
European J ews made no special contribution to modern capi t8.lism 
in North America upon their RrrivRl here at the turn of this 
century.45 
Other eXRmples of minori ty grouns', not aIl of i1!hich will 
be analysed here, which are reputed to hg.ve unusu8.l propensi ties 
towards trade and commerce 8.r8 the P8.rsis in India, the Chinese 
in Southeast Asia, and the Arabs both in East Africa and in 
South America. The commercial gen~ûs of the Parsis in India has 
43Violet Ba.rbour, Capi tali sm in Amsterdam in the Seventeenth 
Century, (Ann Arbor, Univ. ofMichip;an PrëSs,196§) ,p.25 
fr~Andrèski, op.cit., p.196 
In considering the validity of Sombart's thesis it should also 
be kept in mind that he was a racist (or a Sociql Darwinist to 
be polite) and a later supporter of the National Socialist party. 
Me believed thA.t the Jews had inherited nropensities toward 
capitalism, whereas, no mA.tter what the èircumstances, blacks 
could never be cRnitalists. 
Moreover, in thè course of a long: period of histor~r the 
process of selection was Rt work among the Jews, eliminating 
the uni ts too weak for capi tali sm and 8.l10winr.; the strong 
ones to survive. 
Place a negro in a new envi ronment; ·t'Till he build .rA.ilways 
and inveh-t. new machines? HardlY. There must be a certain 
fitness~ it mU8t be in the blood. 
see Somoart, ~ Quintessence ••• , op.cit., pp.26S and 307 
been documented by Kennedy, who points out th9.t they 1'1ere one 
of the chief trading classes in India as early as the eleventh 
46 century A.D. He attributes thi.3 to their Zoroastrian value 
system, 1'1hich he cVüms i s si milar to the Protestant inasmuch as 
it emphasizes the scientific ethic, w1th a belief in an underlying 
ordAr in nature and ~ sensate standard of verification, and the 
"capi talist ethic", w1th a belief th8.t material work is intrin-
sically good, that it is a virtue to rnaximize one's material 
nrosperity, and that one should accumulate, not consume, mFtterial 
gOOds. 47It is perh8.ns true that the Zoroastrian beliefs did 
promote values conducive to capitalism in the Parsis. But to 
evaluate the inrlenendent effects of their religion on the Parsis 
one would have to also investigate the economic behaviour of 
Zoroastrians who did not live in Indiq, for it is certain that 
the Parsi s were B.t least aided in thei r com!!lerci8.1 affairs by 
the fact that they had privileged positions, especially as tax 
collectors, under the Dutch, French, 8nd Portuguese colonists, 
48 
and under the native rulers, as weIl as under the British regime. 
Similarly the Chinese 'i<Tere .~d ven pri vile~ed nosi tions in the 
Philippines by the Spanish~9and in Java by the Dutch5~ and the 
Arabs had speciql privileges in East Africe. under British rule. 
OtherNi se i t 't'Tould be difficul tto explain the commercial propen-
si ti es of the se latter gro1lUs since, in g;eneral, the cultural 
theorists tend to regard the Chinese religions (both Confuci~~ 
and Buddhist) , 8.S Nell as Islam, 8S not connucive to capite.lism 
46Robert E. Kennedy, Jr. "The Proti:>stant Ethic and the Parsis", 
in Neil J. Smelser, ed., Readings in Economic Sociology, 
47(Engle1'1oOd Cliffs, N.J.:Prentice-Hall, 1965} p.22 
48ibid, pp.19-21 
.ibid,n.23 
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or commerce. 
:t3efore p08iting the several structurA.l explanqtions of 
the commercial predomin~nce of minority ~roups it 18 necessary to 
insert a caveat to the effect that thelr role ln commerce may 
be vastly overrated. Andreskl, for instance, malntA.ins that 
"as an econornic force Jurlalsm 1\TA.S neglir-:ible during lts formative 
period and long afterwards"; Jews could not taks part in the 
development of c8.pi t"ül sm because they "Tere subj ect to r~siden-
tial restrictions and were forbldden to own land, without whlch 
they had. no 13ecurities to bRCk their investments. 51 'fhe petty 
trade and margin~ü comlJlerce in Nhich such grollDs enga,ge are not 
the roots of capltalist production. Probably much more important 
to the development of ~ocle-r'n c8Ditalism i8 the f8.ct that 
minori ty r-;roups tend to di sseminate technologicr>l change and 
new industries. S2There are Many examules of such diffusion of 
knOl.:ledge in Western EuroDean history. The Dutch miG:rants to 
En.glA.nd in the 18te sixteenth century revi tA.lized the textile 
industry, introduced new g8.rden vegetables and. flol/rers into 
agrieulture, and also :?l.ffectGcl the glass, COl)per, 8no. iron R.nd 
steel ipdustries. 53 Sirnilq.rly the FI"r:~nc'-' ~Iu0u'?not r::.fuEees 
introduced ne!" skills and luxurJ industries fl'Ol:1 Fr:~,nce to 
'5 LJ, • 
S'I-'li tzer18,nd and En 0::1 and • But the frequency of such mi~;rations in 
Europe l,ya::; very large, and certr-ünlv there was no co:nmon culture 
49D. Stanley Ei tzen, tlT't'JO rHnori ties, the Je"'s of Poland Rnd the 
Chinese of the Philippines",Jewish Journgl of Sociolop-'Y, î, 
no.2, (Dec. 1968)~, 
50W.F. Wertheim. tlThe Tradin~ Minorities in Southeast Asia", 
51 in ,East-~ P8.ra.llels, (The Hague: Vl.VRn Hoeve, 1964) 
Andre ski , oD.cit., p.195-6 
5528coville, op.cit., p.347 
3ibid, p.353'·· ," 
S4ibid , PP.3'54-3'57 
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or religion shAr,~d by aIl the 111ig;rqting groups. Aside from the 
Dutch and the Huguenots, Sombart mention3 the Lombards and other 
Italia.n merchcmts in Eng18.nd and Fr8nce ~@.nd the Austrians, 
French, and Scots in Gerroany.55All thrt these groups had in 
common "ms simply that, h8ving lived in one area of Europe., 
they hA.d skills and knoNledge 1'J'hich 1,rer!? not available in other 
areas, given that there existed an international divlsion of 
labour. In other 11ords, their "minori ty p.;roup" status was far 
less important than the hi storical accident that they TRere forced 
to leave one area and ~o to another. In sorne ca.ses, of course, a 
persecuted minori ty l'TOu1d hFnTe a mono-poly of a certain trade, since, 
as 1tlertheim points out, therf? l>J'as ION occupationa1 mobili ty in 
Medieval (and in cblonial) society. 
Ethnic groups were, consequently, attached to a few 
traditional professions. Popular education did not 
yet provide a convenieut avenue for movinr:: from one 
occupation to another • .?6 
But again, this is a structural, not a cultural, condition. 
There is a tendency in the literature to assume that 
minority groups will be more 'Oroductive than others simply 
because only the more adventurous and c8.pable in the group will 
migrate. (Most "minorityll groups are majorities in their 0'WU 
homeland. They become minorities only when they migrate. The 
Wandering Jew, hom~less, is the exception.) 
••• the hardships occ8sioned by brr.>aking with one's 
soci8l and cultural environment and. of travelling to 
lands of indefinite uros'Oects and unforeseen situations 
will usually discourage aIl ~~t the most reso1.lrceful, 
ener~etic, and courageous ••• 
5~sombart, The Quintessence ••• , op.cit., pp.293, 296 
S Wertheim,op.cit., p.75 
57Scoville, op.cit., p.349 
The problem with this notion i8 its implic~tion that mi~ration is 
a voluntary process. To the extent that it 1s voluntary, 1t is 
probR,bly true th:lt only certa1n character types will migrate on 
an"r1nd1v1dual:abas1s. But mo st of the great migrations in Western 
European hi story were 1nvolunt8ry. In any case, 'lIThether volunt!=lry 
or involunt8.ry, 1;he "ch8racter tyne" of the 1nd.i vidu~ü m1grant 
must not be confused with his class orig1ns. Often the most 
"enterurisine;" mir:rA.tes1mply bec8.use they are from the upper 
classe s, and the S8.me adv8.ntage s which p-;8ve them the educR.tion 
and sk1lls to be "enterprising" gave them the incorne to migrate. 
As 8. case in point, a study of Jevrish refugees in Britain and 
the United states, as opposed to the Soviet Union, would probably 
reveal considerable clA,ss differences in the two groups. It was 
the internationally connected, middle clqss Jew lA1'hO fled to 
Britain and the United Sates durin~ the 30's; the poorer Jews 
were left behind either to be (sometimes forcibly) rescued by 
the Soviet Union or to be slaugnberéd. Selectivity is indeed a 
factor in m1gration, but more in terms of selecting migrants 
with different cl8.sS backe;rounds than of different innate 
character disuositions. 
More to the point in analysing whY mip;rants tend. to be 
somewhat more entrepreneuriql than other ~roups is Parks 
"marginal man" theory. Real migration, according to Park, 
involves the breaking off off 13.11 home ties, a change in customs, 
mores, and personality. "Ener~ies that were f0rmerly controlied 
by cQstom and tradition are released" and the migrant becomes 
more cosmopolitanized, secularized, and detached than other 
groups in the society.58The migrant is m~rginal in the sense 
that he is a part of two cultures, and hence not rAally of either 
one of them; he has a sense.of dr:>tachment Nhich leRves him open 
to new ideas ana chcmge. Parlt' s pr.ototy'Oe i s the J ew Nho has 
left the ~hetto • 
••• a cul tural hV~'4, a man living; and sharing intimately 
in the cu!tùral life and traditions of two distinct 
peoples ••• the emancipated Jew iATas historic8.lly and 
typically the margina19man, the first cosmopolite and citizen of the world. 5 
Yet attractive as the "margin8.1 man" theory is, it 
provides nb eviaence th8t Jews or oth~r ~inority groups will use 
their social distance to innovate and change. The psychological 
feeling of distance can be just as easily exprAssed in m8.rginal 
trading or petty bourgeois roles which so Many ôf these groups 
play. Rinder describes this role best in his idea of the Vlstatus 
gap"; in Many countries in which there i s no intermed1,qte 
status between the u'Dper 8.nd the 10i·~p.r classes, for instance 
between colonial Aodministrators and their subject peoples, 
minority grou'Os are ualled in to fill a mediating role • 
••• since trade relations reauire that buyers a.nd sellers 
play complement8.ry and interdepend~nt roles, members of 
the upper strata must consider trade beneath their dignity. 
Thus the status gap produce s agoeconomic gA,p which persi sts 
until filled by a third party. 
The man who is psychologicA.lly alienated will better fill this 
role bec~Use he does not identify with either party. The status 
gap would partially exp18.in why, for instsmce, the Spanish and 
58Robert E. Park, "HuffiAon MigrAtion and the Marginal Ms,n", 
American Journal of Sociology,XXXIII,no.6, (May 1928), p.887-8 
S9i bid, p.892 
60Irwin D. Rinder, "Strangers in the Land: Social RelAotions in 
the Status Gap", Soci8.l Problems,6, no.2, (winter 1958-59) 
p.2,5J 
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the Dutch welcomed the Chinese as traders in their colonies. 
But more importgnt thAn the idea th8.t the colonizers did not want 
to muddy their hAnds by contqct with the "natives" is the 
knowledge that by introducin~ an alien ~roup to handle direct 
exploit9.tion of the natives they could rlivert hostility from 
themselves; an explanation which is extremely ~ nronos to the role 
the Je~s play in exploiting the blacks in the United States. 
Further, by introducing R.nd favouring 8.11 A.lien trading; class, 
the unper classes or coloniqlists could destroy orprevent the 
formation of an indip;;enous bourgeoisie ~Thich challenged, or 
could ch8.llenf.:e, thei r pO\~rer. Eence Foli sh nobles in early modern 
Europe brouf.;ht Je~,Tish agents into the conntry to defuse the native 
b01:trp-.;eoi sie; hencp. the Bri ti sh encourqged. the FR.rsi s in India and 
the Asi8ns in Egat Africa, Rnd the Dutch encouraged the Chinese 
over the native Indone.si'om populqtion. It is doubtful that the 
"mârgin~üi tyrl of thesp p-:roups would have been chf3.neiLlëd into any 
auch trading or commercial role ' . .:wi thout the aid of deli be:r.ate 
government po11cies. And of course, once they \\'ere introd.uced 
to the se occupations, the minority g-rOllDS tenried to stay in them. 
'rhe princ1ple of cumulative :'l.irpctionali ty applies here: 
since the Jews and Chinese were allowed in these positions 
originally, they have tendpd. t0
6
nersist throughout the 
centuries in these occupations. 1 
The above excursus into the role of rninority grouns as 
first, rlentre~reneurs" has been int~oduced,Aas additional evidence that 
the Weberian thesis is subject to q grp.at deal of criticism, 
inasmuch '=lS' struct'lr9.1 factors arA at leg.,c:;t !ôta important as, 
61 Eitzen, op.cit., 0.231 
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if not more importqnt than, culturq1 f8.ctors in channelling 
minority grouns into cert8.in roles; secondly, it h8s been 
introduced because the entrepreneuri~l school often discusses 
the role of minority groups or qt least make3 pqssing references 
to it. Area studies, for instance, tend to cbnsider hON many of 
the entrepreneurs they are studyinv. ~re from minority groups. 
Minorlty group "cultures" are consistently stressed at the 
expense of structuraJ. F.l.nalyses of such economic prominence as they 
disple.y. 
3. Entrepreneurs in Nineteenth Century America 
In Ch8.pter II t1\TO model s Nere pre sent ed of the assumptions 
which the entrepreneurial school makes. 'l'he first 1.1QS of their 
assumptions 8bout entrepreneurs in the West, the second of thelr 
assumptions 8.bout entrepreheurs in the undercleveloped Third 
World. The United St8.tes is the prototype of the former model, 
~nd France is the prototype of the latter inasmuch as it is con~ 
sidered to be the most u.nderdeveloped of the Western European 
n8.tions, although on what grounds this opinion is held is not 
clear. The United states, then, will be considered in this 
section in ord l'Ir to determine to T'\rh8.t extent i ts entrepreneurial 
development did actu8.lly conform to l'lodel A.The great Arnerican 
businessmen will be considered in order to determine whether 
they exhibited the ascetlc, rational, achievement-oriented 
char8.cteristics of the Weberi8n scheme. Most of the data will 
be confined to the age of the Robber Barons. 
The very term "Robber Baron,,62of course belies any notion 
that the gr2at American entrepreneurs conformed. to the Weberian 
pattern, at least insofAr 8.S hO't'1 they obtained their money 'NEts 
concerned. The class origins of the Robber Barons, their methods 
of c8.pital accumulation, and the role played by the state in 
helping them to accumulRte their fortunes aIl contr8dict the 
notion of the poor boy who marle .~oocl by saving his money until he 
could st8.rt a business. lVIillp.r cri ticizes t1at.thew JosephsoR3for 
presenting an imqge of the Robber BA.rons as aIl hav.inP.;' been poor 
immigrant or fArtn boys in their youths (except, of (~ourse, for 
J.P. l'lorgan, ''1hose father 11ms A b8.nker).64 In a study of 190 
top American business leaders betl .. r een 1900 and 1910, Miller 
reports,only three per cent were from immip:rant or farm families, 
and the majori ty Nere recrui ted from high St8.tUS families, 1·;;i th 
se"ITenty-nine per cent being of .British origin. 6S Eighty-six per 
cent of their f8~thers were business or professional men, and their 
educ8.tional level '\.ITaS l11uch hip.;her than that of the ordinary 
American fuale; fort y-one ~er cent of them had heen to college 
as compared wi th the 3.30 per cent of the college-A.ge TIl8.le 
population whl'ch was in college in 1970. 66 The "poor boy makes 
good" myth, then, does not hold true, At least for the later 
part of the Robber B8.ron age. 
62In 1952 Leo Hubermen top.cit., p.l07) pointed out the then recent 
trend towards a reinteruretation of the Robher Barons' role 
in American history, away frOID the hitherto prev8.xent condemnation 
of them. He attributed their "canonization" to the super-
patriotismqnd chauvinism of the United States in the McCFl.rthy 
era. It is interesting that the entreureneurial school of 
development rose at the S9,me time. 
64Willi'am ~111ler, Il 111 en ::l.t the Top - A ' WASP' Elit e" in Peter d'A 
Jones, ed.The Robber BA,rons Revisited, (Lexington, Mass: 
63D.C. Heath-;nd Co., 1968) . 
op.cit. 
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One might reply te lUller' s critique that Josephson' s 
book i s concemed not 1"1i th the average business leader but wi th 
the few great entrepreneurs i\Tho helped to build America; neverthe-
le8s, Miller's critique ls still valide Josephson maintains that 
most of hisRabbcr Barons were poor in childhood, but his standards 
of poverty must be those of the present dqy, not of the nine-
teenth century. H01'T, for instance, if the fa.mily of Jay Gould 
Nas poor, couIn. hi s father have ,g;i ven him a loan of ~~2800, a very 
la.rge sum for those days, to b~' prouerty at the tender age of 
sixteen?67Camegie may describe his early days as poor, but the 
fact that he made a "killing" on the Stock Exchqnge at a very 1: 
young age because of a tip to buy American Express shares 
suggests that his contacts were far from lower cl,QSs.68Similarly 
Jay Cooke, supposedlY poor, was the son of a lawyer and Congressman, 
with relatives in shipping and transportation to help him out. 69 
the real poor of the United States, the southern and Eastern 
Europeans, the Asians, 8nd the bl,9cks, fie-ure nowherA ,in the 
"poor boy makes good" stories of the Robber Barons. 
As shown in a previous section, the Robber Barons were not 
devout Protestants, except in outward appear8.nce. Nor 11J"ere they 
the frugal, penny-pinching, shop-keeping tyue of businessman. 
Nor, fina,lly, nid they adhere to \.Ileber' s "most important 
principle of the capit8.list ethic ••• honesty i8 the best POiicy".7 0 
65 66ibid , p.19 
67ibid, p.25 
68Josephson, op.cit., p.38 
69ibid, p.43 
70ibid , p.33 
Weber, The Protestant ••• , op.cit., p.15l 
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Cornelius Vanderbil t~;s frank, contemptuous outbursts are much 
more indicR.ti ve of the true spi ri t of the entrepreheur. 
What do l CRre ~bout the law? Hain't l got the power?71 
You don't supoose y~U can run a railw~.y accorcUng to the 
statutes, do you?' 
No admiring history of the Robber Barons can obscure the 
unscrupulous means which thev used to obtain their fortunes, 
albeit these means may now be justified in the eyes of the 
entrepreneurial 8choo1 becaUse thev coincidentallv helped to 
deve10p the country 8.S weIl as to make 8. fortune for their 
perpetrators. HuberrnRn's 1ist of the tactics used by Rockefeller 
to control the ~1 supp1y shou[d make this c1ear. Rockefeller 
made it impossible for his competition to get oil, hire rai1road 
cars or ship CArs; he got secret reba.tes from railroads on his 
and others' oi1 shipments; he tried to destroy oil pipelines 1AJ'ith 
thugs and 't'-Then this f~iled bought uontrollin12; interest in the 
pipelines; he cut prices below costs in order to foroe out 
competition; and he bought up unfriend1y newspapers·or accused t 
them of slander. 730ther example s of simi1ar behaviour B.re legion. 
Prominent among thi s behaviour, of course, l/fas the use of the 
state for private purposes, including for exemple the ~overnment 
subsidy which Vanderbilt go~ for his shiPoing. 74This, of course, 
should come as no surprise to Canedians Nho are familiar with 
the vast role the government plAyed in building the Vlestem 
railroa.ds, 't-\Thich remained, nevertheless, in private h8.nds. 
7~JosePhson, op.cit., p.15 
773-Huberman, op.cit., p.112 
ihid, PP.115-116 
74Joesephson, op.cit., p.14 
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'rhe "rationali ty" of the8~ A.meric8n entrepreneurs i'-Tas 
another matter. As discussed 8bove, rationallty ~ g doas not 
exist; one can only he rational, as one can only be efflcient, 
in the pursult of sorne goal. G1ven that the goal of the Robber 
Barons 1IYRS profl t s, 1 t Ï'\Tolüd seern th8.t thel r behRvi 'Îur Nas 
eminently ratlonal. Furgalltv and honesty were not the way to 
profits; cheatin~ and stealin~ were. There ls no doubt that they 
calcu18.ted carefully' their co sts And h~nefi ts, al though the 
formaI calculatiY3 1Jroceduros which Heber extolled were not 
much practiced, except hy the lqter Robber Bqrons. Men such as 
Daniel Drei"; a~c1 Cornelius Vanderbilt keut AlI' their Rccounts 
in their heads ann considered bookkeeping "Torthless. 75 
The Robber Barons \\'er~ !l.lso eT'1inently ration!:Jl in pursuing 
their goal of profits inRs~uch ~s their sc1mtific 8n~ technologieal 
orient8tio"-, neïJer ext'?nrl~(l to tFd\1nr; unc"'lcul!ltel1. or unnecessary 
risks. V::~nderbilt, for instane-=, n~ver intl~o:iUG(-"cJ r-my product 
until other h8.d tested it ont. 
In waiting for the ste8~boqt ta be D8rfected, he showed 
the shrewd c,~.pC!.ci ty of the r;rr-s.t e()trenr~neur who se 
underta]üng:s ar~ alNays larp.:er, but t9.rdier, s"J.fer, 8nd 
more. profitagle, th,qn those of t~1e earlir.>r inventor 
or ploneer. l 
Simi18.rly :T.H. Bridges, C.qrnep;ie' s former secret8ry, claimed that 
C'1.rru~p;ie ''(-Jas tll qzy , overc~utiol.~S, And hesitgnt" in innov.gtinp:; 
h1s dictum 1;\'as "nioneerinr:,; (1on't p8y".77Neverthelesss H8.bbRkuk 
maintains that during the Robber Baron neriod there was more 
75 18 76ibid , pp.17-
ibid, p.14 
77J.'3.. Bridges, "C.grnegie Hesit!:=ttes", in JonAs, op.cit., p.84 
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adaptive innovqtion, qlthough not more fun~amental invention, 
in the United StAtes than in Europe. 78 H01<leVer he attributes 
this fact to structur8.1 f8ctors. l'he geography in the United 
states was dispersed, forcing entrepreneurs to rely more on their 
01"711 ingenu1 ty instead of copying thei r neighbours; labour co sts 
"Tere high, and 1~ri th ION unemployment the Amer'\. ~an entrepreneurs 
did not have to w0rry 8.bout the political effeots of cre~ting 
technological unemnloyment as did, for example, the British; 
finallY, the Americg.ns hq~ a much more rapidlY eXP9nding: ma,rket 
to 8.bsorb their technic9.11y produced ~oods • 
••• the abundance of entrenreneurial talent in the 
U.S.A. "ras the consequence rg.ther than the cq.use of 8. high 
rate of grOl'lth ••• where m9.rket condi tions were f8vourable--
to the expansion of capacity, British businessme0 9
Nere 
just as venturesome and clynamic as the American./ 
The C8.use of what technological orientation as did exist l'Vas 
certainly not cul turally 1nspi Y.'~d. It l'las simply 9. rB.tional 
response to profi t-making onportuni ties. rrhe Robber Barons 1~Tere 
definitely achievement-oriented insofar as makin~ money was 
concerned; 8chievements in educati.on or innovA.tion Nere 8.lways 
seconcl~ry to the goal of increased wealth. 
The '\!J8.y to wealth in the United States, then, did not 
lie in conformity to the Heberian DA.ttern of entrepreneurship. 
Yet the entrApreneur1al school insists on p::lorifyinp; the myth of 
the American entrenreneur, and on searchin~ for the mythological 
charcteri stic s of frugali ty and rA.tion8.li ty, A.nd an A.chievernent 
orientation l<1hich ext·-=-n~s from mone;v-makinp.; to other aspects of 
78HeJ • Habbakuk, Aillerican ~ Bri ti sh Technolog~r in the 
Nineteenth Century, (Cambridge: at the University Press, 
1967) p.196 
79ibid, p.212 
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life, in underneveloped countries, instead of realizing that to 
emul.t=l.te the American model would require gross exploi tation and 
waste t'Ji th incidental benefi ts in the ,,oJay of economic grol\Tth; 
a pattern which could only be tolerated if e8.ch deyeloping 
nation loJere as rich in ro.c::;ources qS the United States at the· 
time of its development. The entreureneurial school's literature 
on France, which began 1-'Jith Americ9.n missions ta France to 
help in i ts reconstruction 8.fter World War II, cri ticizes i ts 
entrepreneurial class in almost eX9.ctly the same terms as it 
cri ticizes the entrApreneurial class of the rrhird \'lorld, especially 
Latin America. The next section will assess how much FrR.nce's 
"underdevelopment" i s r~ally due to i ts non-\veberian cultural 
p8.ttern, in an attempt to uredict the VR.lidi ty of the 8.rguments 
as they are applied to truly underdeveloped coutries. 
4.Entrepreneurship in France 
France is described by John :3:. Sawyer, one of the more 
important writers on France in the entreureneurial school, as a 
stable society, \\'i th a "formF\.lly stratified heredi b~.ry clàss" 
which emphasizes tr8.di tion8.1, communal,and pe!'son8.1 relationships 
as against the impersbnal, universal, ind.ividua.l, and unconscious 
rationali ty of the more developed nation such as the Uni ted ~~ 
80 
states. It is this "traditional" nature l..rhich obstructs its 
its development, and makes it so similar in culture to the 
80 John E. Sawyer, "The Entrepreneur and the Social Order: 
France and the Uni ted States" ,in Willia.m Miller, ed., Men in 
Business (Cambridl2;e: H8.rv8.rd Univ. Press, 1952) u.10 
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present-dRY underdovelo'Oed world. It is known th~t the French 
netional income grel'1 much more s~owly th8.n the American, British, 
or German during the late nineteenth century; this is presented 
as proof of its underdevelopment and is attributed ta the fact that 
it has less entrepreneuri81 spirit. 81 Re.ndom statistics as to 
France';s ba.ckwardness are 'Oresf'!nted in the literature, wlth very 
little consider8tion of th!"> structur!"l.l reasons for the phenomenon. 
Hence Landes, who joins SaNyer AS the second of the tNO most 
importent entrenreneurial theorists on France, ca.n st8.te: 
••• the hi story of French busine ss 8.ncl businessmen 1 s 
si~nlfic8nt urecisely becsuse of Frgnce's relAtively 
minor nlace ln the economic N·orld. If l~e are to weigh 
the vaildity of the r!">cent em'Ohaèts of theorists on-the 
role of the entrenreneur gua g ln the over.,all process 
of economic change - on the contribution of the personal 
element to the impersonal operations of the ~ystem - we 
must consider not onlY the more "mQdprn" nR.tions but 
those less lndustrielized es well.~2 
There i s, of course, some question 8.S to the actual amount of 
"undp.rdevelopment Il of Frt'mc e. Thi s N'ill be considered below. 
Basically, the so-called "traditionalism" of the French 
is seen as irration8.1. The French are accused of being ascrlptive-
orlented, more concerned wi th St8.tUS a.nd family th9.n wi th the 
rational, achi eved p;oal of 'Orofl t. The French, i t i s sq ld, are 
cul turcl.lly n.omlnated by feudAl survivaIs, e specially the idea 
of derogance of nobles ",Tho indulge in industrial or commercial 
pursuits. 83 This lnter'Oxetation coincides Nith the belief 
81 Shepard B. Clough, "French Social Structure, SOCi81 VA.lues, 
and Economi c GroNth", in Evelyn M. Acomb and Marvin L. Br.t-own, 
eds, French Society Ancl Culture Since the Old Regime, 
82 (Ne1•T York: Holt, Rin'ëh8:rt, anc'l Hinston,196~p.66 
David S. Landes, "French Entrenreneurship and Industrial Growth 
in the Nineteenth Century",JournAl of Economic History, 
839 , no. 1, (I1ay 1949), p .45 -
Sa~~er, op.cit., '0.12 
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current among som~ hi storians that "tlThile in Eni!;lqnd during the 
seventeenth centurv the A.ristocrqcv 1'!8.S "bollrgeoisified", in 
France the reVerse nrocess occurred and the i~~ipient bourgeoisie 
ilTAS "feud.':üized,,~4Hence in France status is 8scribed, 1'lhereas in 
Britain or the United states it is A.chieved, qnel social mobility 
is discourRged. But there is much evidénce to su~gest thet the 
aristocrecy, oespite the r1J.les of derogance, WF\.S \,rilling to invest 
in commercial e~terorises. Lan~es, for instance, contends in one 
article th~t the revo1utions of 1789 and 1830 consolidated the 
noble attitude, but then he contradicts himslef to SAy 
To be sure, MA.ny of the new generation, especiallY those 
Nhos~ titles were of recent vintage, Nere to lend their 
l'lAmes and orestige to entrepreneuriAl efforts And plAce 
thei r ca,pi tal in railroag s , insurance, 8,nd other 
co~porative enterprises. , 
Moore contendq that while perhans the noblesse d'epee opposed 
trade and commerce, the monarchy encouraged it, pFl.rtlv to win 
86 power fro"'! the nobi1ity. There wes Nidesnre8,d eV8.sion of the 
lA.v:s agJ:ünst dero,gAnce, And many of the aristocr9cy '-lent to the 
Hest Indies where i t "r8.S 1eg8.1 to mAke the fortunes thev could 
not make in FrAnce. 87To be sure, durln~ the oerio~ dir9ctly prior 
to the Revolution there WA.S FI. retrenchment of the privileges of 
the nobilitv and the rules q~Ain8t de~o~ance, but this was durin~ 
q p'~riod of economic downswing~8in i,Thich oerh8ps the orivileges 
of the aristocr~cy were mor~ nrofitqble thA.n engaging in trade. 
The tendency of the Frfmch to buy l8.nd And to 8nC01J.r8.ge 
84 
see J.H.M. Salmon,"Ven8litv of Office and PODulA.r Sedition in 
8SSeventeenth Century F'rp..nce", ~ and Present, 37, (July,1967) 
6Landes, op.cit., p.SS 
8 Moore, op.cit., 0.49 
87ibid, p.So 
88C.E. Labrousse, "The Crisis in the French Econonly At the ~cl of 
the Old Regime", in :18lph.W. Greenlq,w, ed.,Orip;ins of ~ 
French Revolution, (Lexin~ton, MA.ss.: D.C. Heath And Co., 
1958 ) 
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their sons to enter the urof~ssio~ iA qlso r~ggr~ed 8.S q si~n 
of th~ir trqditionRlist outlook. However, l have not seen any 
evidence that the French were ~ny more li~ely ta do this then the 
British, Am~ricq~s, or Germ8ns. Kin~leber~er contpnds that a few 
French bour~eoiA ratired around the qge of fort y, buying chqteaux 
and securities, but that the r~st continued in business. 89 Lqndes 
contends thAt the French bought 19nd bec8use i t ''''8.S considered 
the safest of inve9tments; somehow, this seems to conflict with 
his ideal of the speculative, risk-tqking entrepreneur. 90But 
\ 
Most successful entrenreneurs take onlY CA.lcu18tf:~d. risks, ~nd they 
must have sorne secure investments on which to base those risks. 
As Andreski points out, one of the rR9sons that the Je'Ns never 
becaroe successful capit-=tlists on A large sct:üe l'Jas precisely 
becuase they were neVer qllowed the security of holdinrr land.9~~ 
As for encourqginp-: thei r sons to go into the urof essions, there 
is every indicA.tion from arRa studies of Thirr1 1.vorlcl countries 
that professionr-ü sons often re-enter the familv business; for 
instance, as lawyers. Perhaps El similar pattern occurred in 
Frqnce. 92 
In any case, it seems rathpr peculiar t~at the entreureneurial 
theorists conderon French entrenreneurs for not keeping their sons 
in the family business when one of their chief complaints 1s 
89ChA.rles Kindleberger, Economic Growth in France ~ Bri-tain, 
o (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1964) p.119 
9 Landes, op.cit., p.55 
~lAndreski, op.cit., p.196 
2Ana.lysts of the Quebec scene often 'Ooint out the Quebecois' b1as 
to professional, not teohnica.l or scientifio, education. They 
attribute this ta a cultural legaoy frorn the French regime. 
But i t is ra.relv mentioned in this conneotion that at least 
one Jesuit technical sohaol existed uriar to the oonquest 
by the British in 1759, qnd that one of the first British 
g.cts in g:=lining oontrol of the eoonomy was to close the sohool 
d01\IYiI .• see Michel Brunet, "L8. Conquete Anœ,lai se et la Deoheance 
de la Bourgeoisie Canadienne,1760-1793 11 , in ,La Presence 
AnglAise .fit ~ CA.na.diens, (Montrsa.il: Be8uchemin, 1964), '0.105 
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th8.t the persi stenc ,"> of the fAmil V fi rm in that country has 
obstructed development. The uroblem, supposedly, 18 that business 
i8 not an end in itself, rather it is used to enhance the honour, 
reput9.tion, and wealth of the family. How this qttitude i8 any 
different from that of the great Ameri-can capibüist families such 
as the Rockefellers and the Mellons is difficult to fethom. 
Nevertheless, it is contended that there are two adverse results 
of the tendency te use the business to promote the femily; an 
aversion to takinç; risks 1'1hich couIn result in bankruptcy and hence 
family dishonour, and. FI. refusAI to seek CR.rütal from or merge 
with elements ol.ltside the fqmilY unit. Loans are amortized 
qUickly, reserves B.re hoarded, obsolete equipment is used, and a 
hir-:h rate of profit per unit of uroduct is sought, AlI to lessen 
the chqnces of risk and exuense for the fA.mily.9JLandes believes 
thet the fact that large -c~rporations in France BCt in exactly 
the same manner qs the small is uroof that the culture of the 
nation has totally pervaded business, but there is evidence to 
suggest that foreign firms in France behave in exactly the same 
manner as indigenous firms. 94It is rational, for instance, to 
remqin liquid in a si tuation in \'.rhich price changes are sudden and 
shArp, and bankruptcies freqUent. 95Kindleberger also points out 
that, despite the imA.ge of the small French family firm, there 
96 have be en Many merp-;ers. Gershenkron argue s that i t i s unfR.i r 
to compare France with the United States, as is ·usuBlly done, 
since the geography and rosources are not comparable. Rather when 
9JDavid S. Lannes, ItFrench Business and the Businessman: A 
Social and Cultural Analysis" in Edward 1\le8.d:e Earle, ed. 
94Modern France, (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Pross,195l) p.J4? 
Kindleber~er, op.cit., p.120 9~ib1d, p.ll? 
9 ibid, p.ll? 
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France 1 s comnared to the suuposedly more r8.tlonal Germany 
lt ls seen th8.t thelr business sizes are slmllar. In the pre-
World W~r l perlod, for lnstance, 94.59 per cent of German and 
97.98 per cAnt of French businesses occupied no more than ten 
persons. 97 
The French, then, are supnosedly lrratlon8.1 capitalists 
lnQsmuch as they are too concerned wlth ascriptlve status and 
family considerations. Their consumption habits, as weIl, do not 
conform to the i"eberian ethic inasmuch 9.S they spend lavi shly 
and do not save enough. Clough states that the nineteenth century 
haute bonrg;eoisie 
••• snent much more than members of similar grollns in other 
We stèrn European countries on food Rond drink, and as a 
proportion of its expenditures mA.de high outlays on 
recreation and reading.98 
But it seems that the real nroblem here ls not that the French 
are prodigal, but th8.t their taste for "personal servlces and 
rl"lcreation, leisure and cultivation,,99 '18 oTInosed to consumer 
durables lnhi bi ts the development of a mass market fOilr'~ ffia.nu-
factured goods. Lannes attributes this t~ndency to an arls~ 
100 
tocratic stress on individuB.lism , but he also points Ollt quite 
a few structural reasons for the lack of a consumer goods market. 
A high percentage of the population still farms and is relatively 
8elf-sufficient, and the workers in general do not have enough 
wages to buy heavy consumer durables. Furthermore Landes points 
out that, at least st the time hi s article was 't'!ri tten, conspicuous 
97Alexander Gershenkron, "Social Attltudes, Entrenreneurship, 
and Economic Development", in ,Economic BaclŒ'ardness 
8in HistoricfüPerspective, (Ne111 York: Praeger, 1965) p.64 9 - -99Clough, op.cit., p.70 
10~awyer, op.cit., p.16 
Landes, "French Business ••• ", op.cit., p.34S 
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consumption was di scouragAd 8S the people were t8.xed on their 
si~nes exterieures de richesse~Ol 
The entrepreneurial theorists mRintain that the stress 
on the family fi rm has 'Orecluded much innovation. Funds for :~:!' 
investment are not sought outside the family in order not to give 
UP control of the firm.· 'llhere i s li ttle interAst in mass production 
with its lon~-ran~e economy of factor costs sincethe chief concern 
of the entrepreneur is to diversify his uroducts in order to cut 
102 down on risks. Equipment is antiau80ted bec8.use of the low rate 
of investment; the average 80ge of machines in the machine-tool 
industry, for example, is tl\Tice the age of American .smd German 
machines. 103 
But the S8me authors who blame the underdevelopment of 
France on culturql biases !3.gainst rl3.tibnal business present much 
evidence of structurR.I C8.uses of French business behaviour. Landes, 
for instance, reports that 
It has long been 8. fRvori te sport of hi storians to 'tIThip 
the French banks for lnadequacy aniO~arsimony of medium 
and long-term credits to industry 
but he bl80mes this on the industrialists who do not want credit. 
He does not, interestingly enough, consider Christopher's 
argument that at least in the 1;)re-World War l era, French banks 
invested abroad and ne'Orived their own enter'Orises of funds on 
the grounds that family firms were poor risks. 105Hence a \1icious 
101ibid, p.340 
192ibid, PP.338, 346 
io4CIOUgh, op.cit., p.71 
\ Landes,"French Business ••• ", op.cit., p.338 
l05John B. Christopher, "The Dessic8tion of the Bourgeois Spirit" 
ift Meade, ed., op.cit., '0.52 
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circle emerged; family firms, unehle to get credit, remg.ined 
f8.mily firms. Simil9.rly there i s 8. feeling that a mflrket for 
consumer goods con1o. be createo., if only industrialists were 
willinp; to go on adve-('ti sine; camD8.igns. It i s recognized that 
one of the reasons the market is small is that the percentage of 
Frenchmen livin~ on self-sufficient farms is very 18,rge,27.5 per 
cent in 1951+ as opDosed to 6.2 Per cent in Enf,IR.nd!06There are 
valid historicql ~88.S0nS fnr this phenomenon; the Revolutionary 
settlement which entrenched the rights of small property holders, 
and the trend to viniculturp in Fr~nce which di~ not promote the 
same kind s of mas '3i "'re chan,t!'e S8.mong the ue8s'=!.nt ry, eS"OAci Q.lly as 
107 
regards enclo sure s, as did sheep-r'3.i sing in Engl.8.nd. Yet Clough 
insi sts on contending that " ••• so many F'rr.mchmen h ... ·ve remr-üned 
in farming ••• 13rgely because of their attitudes SInd vFl.luestl~08 
L'lany hi storical fq.ctors explqining FrRnce' s lack of growth 
Fl.S compared to other Hestern countries are consistenly disregarded; 
for insb?nce i ts tend.ency to lu'(ury trqde in the early ca.pi t8.list 
ueriod when B:.!'.1tA.in was alreadY developing on the basi s of mass-
produced tevtiles, its regional 1isparities and lack of a-home 
m8rket,its lack of naturRI harbours as compared to Enp:land' s 
abund8.nt c08st8l trade, i ts shortFl.ge of coa.l. 'rhe behaviour of 
French entrepreneurs, both in the U8st and in the present, is 
examined and v8lues are deo.uceo. from i t, but the reasons l'Thich 
c.SI.used the assumed value-beha>tiour comple y are never soughttl!. 
In any case one must be c8.reful not to dr8.'N too close 
106 107Clough, op.cit., p.68 
108Moore, op.cit., p.48 
Clough, op.cit., p.68 
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analop.;ies bet'Neen FrA.ncA and the Third World countries,r-tssuming 
that in both cases tr8ditional value structures have caused 
underdevelopment, simply bec:::1.Use i t would seern that the degree 
of economicltbackNardness" of l"rance has been greatly exaggerated 
by the entrenreneuriql school. One has the impression in reading 
sorne of its articles th8t anything: which is not American is 
automFl.tically bA.ckward. Geshenkron points out that Nhen France 
is compared to Germany, a country much more similar to it in 
geography, position, and history, 8.nd hence a f9.irer point of 
rAference th8.n the United states, striking similarities between 
the t'NO emerge. The strength of preindustrial (lttraditional") 
vRlues, he contends, NRS if A.nything greater in Germqny than in 
France. The family firm ",rets strong, 8nd the 10't'yer entrppreneurial 
echelons behRved in ways very similar to those of their counter-
parts in France!09 
••• when Land~s is struck by the far-rpaching degree of 
speciRlizRtion in French f'bod rAtailing, \'.,Thich rightly 
s'eems sa un-American ta him, he should also have expressed 
his astonis~P5nt about the presence of the sRme phenomenon 
in Germany. 
In sorne areas, FrAnch entr~nrpneuriRl vigour surpassed that of 
Germany in the nineteenth century. Why, then, did it fall behind 
economically2 Gernshenkron attributes its fall to the pr~sence 
of the family firm, which he cletims obstructed the flow of labour 
to industry, but also ·to the lack of a coa.l bR.siPIl comparable to 
the Ruhr. 111 Despite its Rrlmitted inferiority vis-a-vis the 
United Staes and Britain, however, it is important to keep in mind 
i~6GerShenk!l'On, op.clt., p.64 
ibid, p.65 
l11ibid, p~.65-66 
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the West, can thi8 situRtion be :::tttr1buted to the "traditional" 
Cqtholic ethic of itR entrepreneurs. The Jews are reputed to be 
a singul.8rly entrepreneuriRl ethnic p:;roup, but there are sound 
structural reasons for thei r assumption of the petty bourgeoi s 
roles they have so often played. 
Whether Weber actuRlly intended his Protestant Ethic ~ 
the Spi ri t Qf. Capi ta.li sm to be a purely cul tura.l thesi s, or 
whether indeed the thesis has been misinterpreted and overused 
by the entrepreneuri:::tl s~hool, 1t 1s clear that his theory is 
empirically suspect. As such it 1s unfortunate that it has been 
used as the intellectual basis for a major cultural theory of 
develo'Ornent, for Weber' s scholastic reputa.tion, and. the constcmt 
r~ferenc es to hi s i-ITork in the li terature, have lent more credence 
to the entrepreneurial school than it deserves. It is clear from 
the evidence that in many cases the values and beha,riour of 
Western entrepreneurs do not conform to Model A; and Nhere they 
do conform, the causes of the conformity are structural, not 
cultural. Similarly the evidence on entre'Orneurs in the Third 
World shows that thev conform to Model A as much as, or more 
tha.n, they conform to Model B; and in the case s in w'hich they 
do conform to r10del B, there are a~ain structural reasons for 
the conformity. 
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that in very significr::mt fields of enn~avour, France ,,-raSf and 
still is,economic8.lly nrop:ressive. 
In ordAr to m8.intain his thes!1s, Landes has to relegate 
vast and mo st significant fi elds of French entrepreneurial 
endeavour, such as railroads, mines, the iron and steel 
industry, automobile production, banks, and department l12 
stores, to qualifying footnotes and denendent clauses. 
It is useful, then, to u~e France as a prototype in 
criticising the entrepreneurial school, inasmuch as many of the 
argument s i~Thich the school makes about present d8Y underdeveloped 
countries are similar to the arguments it·makes about France. 
But one must not fall into the trap of assuming thl3.t France is 
also underdeveloped. It is not as i'Tealthy as some of the other 
Western nations, but there are valid structural and historical 
reasons for this, just as there are for the underdevelopment of 
the Third World, As France does not conform to the entrepreneurial 
school's model of underdevelopment as presented in Chapter II, 
similarly an investigation of 8r~a studies in the Third World 
will show thl3.t the Third World also does not conform to the model. 
To conclude this chapter, it is evinent that the vRlues 
8.nd behaviour of entrepreneurs in the early capi t:::üi st stage 
of the now developed West difl not conform to the entrepreneurial 
school's Model A. If the United states is now the Most prosperous 
nation in t.he world, i t is not because i ts doubtfully Protestant 
entrepreneurs conformed to their idealized role. Nor,even if it 
is true that France is one of the less prospe~ous nations of 
112ibid , p.65 
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Chapter IV 
Area Studies of Third World Entrenr8neurs 
This chapter will consist of an analysis of twenty-one 
studies of entrenreneurs in diverse areR.S of the Thlrd World. 
In each of these studies the vAlues and the behaviour of 
entrepreneurs have been described, albeit more carefully and 
thoroug:hly in sorne studie s thcm in others. The se 8tudi e s are the 
empir1.c9l data on i,rhich the theories of entre~)reneu'rship in 
underdeveloped countries, 9.S descri bed in Chapter II, have 
supposeoly been built; yet, as will be shown, the values and 
behaviour of the entrppreneurs in the studies conform just as 
much to the model of cultural aspects of entrepreneurship in the 
develoned world .Sts they do to the model for the underdeveloped 
world. 
The studies have been taken from aIl parts of the Third 
World; Asia, the Middle East, Africa, SInd Lgtin America. Although 
not aIl of the studies which have been conducted by the entre-
nreneurship school are used in the samnle, most of the major ones 
have been included, and it i8 fA.ir to Sr-Jy th8.t the s8.mple ls 
renTe sent.g.ti ve of the lünd s of stwlies which haye been nroduced. 
Most of the A.rticles and books included are frequentlY ci ted 
in the literature. 
The major difference amon~ the various studies is the 
method of research ~\rhich h8.S been used~. The better studies 
include, or are based upon, surveys of and inteT\rie1\"8 with actual 
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Third Worln. entrenr8neUrs. Others are based on secondA.ry research; 
still othersare based on personal know18dge of and. experience 
in Third Worln cOllntries. It is important to keep the differences 
in the methods of research in mind while evaluating the 
credibility of the data in each cRse; unfortunately, hONever, 
ther8 ar8 not enough 8tucHes nr~sented to seriously evaluate 
whether there Cl.re m8 .. jor ~rariA.tions in the nata stemming from 
such differences. ln general, however, l haYe tended to accept 
the validi ty of evidence from studies bA.sed on primary research 
over evidence from studies based on secondary research. 
Three studies incluned in the charts are slightly 
anomalous. The ailticl e by Ayal1 i s actually a comnari sou'·) of 
J:::tpan and Thailand; ho'tlJever, because there was more data on Japan 
than on Thailand, l have included only evidence on Japan in the 
charts. The study by Warren Dean oerhaps should not have been 
included since 1t deals not w1th modern entrepreneurs but with 
p18.nter entrepreneurs in Sao Paulo betw'een 1875 and 1900; 
however, since 1t deals snec1f1callv with the question of the 
planter .!!E entrepreneur, '3.nd s1nce i t soeaks to manv of the ': 
issues ra1sed by the entrenreneur1al school, 1t too h8.S been 
included. Finally, the Cochran and Reina book on Argentina 1s 
unusual in that 1t 18 a study of onlvone entrepreneur, Torcuata 
di Tella, and his enterpr1se. However, it is a book which is 
often cited in the literature on entrepreneursh1p. As the authors 
themselves point out, "Di Tella and h1s fa.mily are studied as 
part of a Latin American complex that operates d1fferently from 
1 
for references to books and articles, see the Bibliography of 
the areas studies, ~p. 68-69 
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f8mily business in the United States".2 
On8 should note thqt the stuàies suffer somewhat in 
comparability inqsmuch as each author uses a different definition 
of the term entr~prneur. Usually, the criteria of entrepreneurship 
include one or more of the following: innovation, dacision-making, 
and o1·mershi p and/or inception of an enterpri se. However, sometime s 
the definitions are brol3.d.er; for example, Petras' study is simply 
.of managers, and Lauterbach's simply of industrialists, in Latin 
America. The fact that the studies are not completely comparable 
should not nrevent study of them, hONever, otherwise no analysis 
will ever be attempted, given that, as previously noted, 
the entrepreneurial school has had consid.erable difficulty in 
reaching a common dAfinition of the term entrenreneur. 
The data i s presented, then, in the follO"t'ling way. Six 
charts list the v8lues and behaviour of the entrepreneurs as 
described in the area studies. The characteristics listed conform 
roughly to the characteristics of entrenreneurs incllld8d in ~lodel B. 
'rhat i s, they inclllde status orientation, family ownershi p, 
m8nagement and org~:mization, investment pa.tterns (13. catchall 
phrase ir.J"hich in analysi s will be seen to include the claimed 
quick-profi t orientation, refusaI to borro1'i, and de si re for 
security of the entrenreneurs), frugaiity (patterns of consumption) 
capital accumull3.tion, risk-taking, educational orientation, and 
innovRtion and technology. In addition, information on the 
definition of entrepreneurs 8nQ the methodology of each study 
has been included in order to enable the reader to better 
2 
Cochrqn and Reina, op.cit., p.vii 
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eVFl.luate the study. Finally, a section on the soc18.l origlns of 
entrepreneurs has been included; pqrtly in order to further 
debunk the "poor boy makes good" myth of entrepreneurs, p8.rtly 
also to reinforce my contentlon, stated brlefly in Chapter I, 
that an anal~9itsof the clFl.sS orlgin s of entrenreneurs 1~Tould be 
more J~o the 'Dolnt than an analysis of thelr lndlvidual values 
and behaviour. The question of socl8.l orlrdns will be further 
discussed in ChRpter V. 
Finally, a summA.ry table of the chq~ts hA.s been lncluded. 
'fihe characteri stic s of the entr8'DreneUrs Flre li sted, and for 
each study, !;l.n X or an 0 is listed, X sip.;nifying that for the 
·char~cteristic under study the entrepreneurs in the study conform 
to l'iodel A, or the "àev8loped nA.tlon" model, 0 that they conform 
t() l"10del B. NaturallY, in some c!;l.ses, no àata was avallable; in 
other cases there ls data in th8 ch8rts but l have not included 
1 t in the summary tg.ble bec8use l fel t thA.t the data i'Jas 
lnconclusive. 
It must be remembered that the àlvlsion into "developed" 
and "underdeveloped" charp..cterlstlcs, (as postulatpd by the 
entrepreneurial school) ls ln a sense arbltrary; characteristics 
such as rlsk-tqklng ~nd lnnovation are better placed along a 
continuum. In tllak1ng decl slons 8.S re r.;a rd s e8ch case :i: have trl ed 
to base my concluslons on the tend en~ of the entreprenours 
towards one model or another. 
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Chart A: Char9.cteristics of :sntrepreneurs: rlp.finitions of 
entrepreneurs, methoclology of the studies (n.cl.=no data) 
study 
Alexander 
(Greece) 
Alexander 
('l'urkey) 
Aubrey 
(El Salvador) 
AY8.1 
(:Tapan) 
Berna 
(.nadras) 
Brandenburg 
(Mexico) 
Carroll 
(Philippines) 
Cochran 
(Argentina) 
Dean 
(Sao Paulo) 
Fillol 
i!rgentina) 
Harris 
(Nigeria) 
Hazlehurst 
(PunjA,b) 
l ssa l,'li 
(r1iddle East) 
Definition of 
entrepreneurs 
hold ultimqte decision-
m.ctking power in A. firm 
by ifirtue of ownership 
n.d. 
n.d.. 
acnumulatps c~=l.'pi tal, 
innovates, hat'd work 
pArson(s) r~sponsible 
for exi stenc-; of a ne't't 
industrial enterprise 
innovates and takes 
risks to get higher 
retum on specific 
objective 
perform leg.din.cs func-
tion in bringi '-g new 
industrial enterprise 
into existence 
n.d. 
n.cl • 
n.d. 
decision-m8.ker 
n.d. 
n.d. 
Methodology of the 
study 
mailed questionnaires 
surveY rp.se8.rch 
n.d. 
identified value system 
from religious, ethnie 
te,8chings 
investigAted medium 
scale firms in light 
engineering, 50-250 
emuloyees 
peTsonal exuerience 
in Hexico 
questionnaire and 
interviei'ls 
study of one ent repre-
neur and his business 
study of ul.g,nters 
1875-1900 
secol1ti 8 ry rf.? search 
survey, 269 fonnelers or 
princi pr:ü o't'mers of ,'<, 
mcmuf8.cturing fi rms, 10 
or more employees 
study of smA.II industry 
and commerce in one 
small tONn 
second.A. ry re seA.rch and 
nersonal knowledge 
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Chart A~ contiilued 
Study Definition of 
entrepreneurs 
Lauterb::J.ch profit -minrled, cOi1lJ:)eti-
(Latin America)tive, risk-t8king, 
inn01T8.tive 
Lipset n.d. 
(~!:Jtin Americ9) 
M8.rri s 
(Afric8. ) 
l1eyer 
(Middle East) 
Pananek 
(P;;ù:i st8.n) 
Petr9.s 
(Chile) 
decision-maker 
innoV9.te-new industr:T, 
fRctors of uroduction, 
or ffiA.rkets 
managers 
Methodology of the 
study 
324 intervi eNS of managers, 
(industry, commerce, fi-
nanc e), mecli l.UŒ 8.nrl large 
comngnies 
secondnry research 
n.d. 
seconc18.ry research 8ncl 
ners0nal knowledge 
inter\rie\ .... ed 250 entre-
preneurs Using power-
20 or more l-Jorkers 
second8ry analvsis of 
survey interviEn-J data 
Sayigh 
(Lebanon) 
decision-maker re s8.mple of 207 in manu-
innov8tion ( not confined facture, fin8nc("!, 
to technologic81 services, ~griculture 
innovation) . 
Strassmann in~ustrialists secondarv research 
q:'g,tin Americ8) 
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Chart B: Characteristics of Entreureneurs: status, family 
o1'mership (n.d .. =no datR) 
Study 
Alexander 
(Greece) 
Alexander 
status orientation 
values favour business-
feudal and aristocr~tic 
survi val s 1'leak 
n.cl. 
Familv ownership 
95.4; firms are indivi-
d.u~lly owned. or partner-
ships - intense personal 
nature of Greek firms 
n.d. 
(Tur.~k~ey~) __________________________________________________ __ 
AUbrey 
(El Salvador) 
Ayal 
(Japan) 
Berna 
(Madras) 
Branden burg 
(Mexico) 
Carroll 
(Philippines) 
Cochran 
(Argentina) 
Dean 
(S8.0 Paulo) 
Fillol 
(Argentina) 
Harris 
(NigRria) 
Hazlehurst 
(Pun,jab) 
Issawi 
(Middle East) 
n.d. 
active fulfilment of 
status position, lovaIt y 
do not stick to caste 
occupa.tions, much 
social mobili ty 
money-malcing; as a sign 
of status 
money-mB.king as a sign 
of status 
n.d. 
n.d. 
tendency to familv control 
and "self-sufficiencylt 
(unnecessRry duplication) 
n.d. 
family o'tmership is the 
rule- chief executive is 
in fR.milv 
more acceptFl.UCe to aris- di Tella retains sole 
tocratic circles as ownership to dpath-
more wealthy nepotism 
bourgeois-aristocrRt 
contrast overdrFnm-both 
active in business 
traditionalism- no 
status on economic 
grounds 
weal th R.nd sta tus 
synonymous- buy tr8.d.i-
tional positions 
(chieftaincies) 
caste differences less 
precise in recent times 
purchase land for pres-
tige - but commercial 
bi~s of Islam society 
spirit of combination 
exi st s - uartnershi ps 
reinforced bv marri age 
lArge patrimonial 
o rg8.ni za t ion s 
extended family- neuotism 
- expect profits to-be 
shar·"'d by whole family 
partnerships on kinship 
and caste lines 
n.d. 
Lauterbach business as extension of f8.mily o,mership as 
(Latin America)familv drive for status status- man8.gers are owners 
or represent family 
interests 
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Chart B: continued 
study Status Orient~tion 
Lipset stqtus more important 
(Latin America) thRn money 
Marris 
(Africa) 
Meyer 
(Ni cl dl e East) 
Pap::mek 
(Paki stan 1 
Petras 
(Chile) 
Sayigh 
(Lebanon) 
strassmann 
(Latin America) 
n.d. 
n.d. 
n.d. 
n.d. 
traditional prestige to 
commerce - materi81 
success comnensates for 
ri~id soc/pOl/cultural 
groups 
n.d. 
Family ownership 
retRin ownership in 
fRmily for prestiŒ8 
purposes 
62~ partnerships include 
f~mily - but guided by 
interests of business, not 
familY 
f8.mily loyal ty out standing 
chqrp.cteri stic of firms-
(except new industries, 
eg.finance - hire 
outside familv) 
n.d. 
70'1, lqrge firm-s owned by 
fAmilv or small groun 
business at large - 6o~ 
individual owners, 33:1, 
p8rtners, 2.6'& corporations 
entrepreneurs - 40% part-
ners, 33~ individual, 28.5' 
corporations 
retain control as p~rt of 
family prestige - family 
control weakenin~ because 
or~anized middle manage-
ment pressure 
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Chart C: Characteri stics of B..ntre'Oreneurs: management, 
investment patterns (n.d.=no data) 
Study 
Alexander 
(q.reec e) 
Al exand.er 
ManA.gement and 
or~anization 
highly centralized, 
staff poorly trained, 
la.ck middle management, 
poor job definition 
n.d. 
Investment patterns 
little investment,want 
high unit-profit 
n.d. 
(Turkèy~) ______ . _______________________________________________ __ 
Aubrey 
(El Salvador) 
Ayal 
n.d. 
n.d. 
diversified investment in 
trqde (X-M), commercial 
8.Ericulture, manufacturing 
n.d. (Japan). ________________________________________________________ ___ 
Berna 
(Madra.s) 
Brandenburg 
01exico) 
Carroll 
(Phili'ODines) 
Cochran 
(Argentine.) 
DeA.n 
(Sao Paulo) 
Fillol 
(Argen t i n:3. ) 
Harris 
(Nigeria) 
no manRgement training, invest in new industries 
skepticism, defeat1~ no interp.st in fly-by-
re modem methods, but night, qUick-profit 
interest growing operations 
n.d. mainly interested in long-
term investment 
ascriptive-key m8nagers n.d. 
are fqmily members 
personal loyalties, 
little delegation, 
'Patt~rnA.li sm to 1'.rO rkers, 
recent change to U.S. 
management practices 
n.d. 
little delegation of 
authority, ~tress per-
son, not office, sorne 
professional management 
on 101o.Jer levels 
much diversification, 
branch plants 
diversified investment, 
rail road s, bro kerage s, 
fR.ctories 
n.d. 
low sta.nd."lrd oS fin8.nc ial v..ric9..espr~ad diva rsifica tion 
mqna,rsement, nepoti sm in re18ted fi elds, invest-
causes poor stA.ffinp:, ment:oincreA.ses even l'Then 
Ch8.ni.!,8s in larr-;er firms st8rt conspicuous spending 
and those trained abroad 
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Chart C: continued 
Study 
H"'l.zlehurst 
(Pun,j8b) , . 
ISSRNl 
(Mi'L'n e East) 
i.'!8n g p~e~nen t :=l.ni1 
o rp~.?lï.i zq. tion 
nod. 
Inv(-o st ment p8tterns 
n.d. 
little èl.elpg,8.tion, short ... , much industrig,l investment, 
,g~C" of lTIr:tn8.gors, und'':!rpqy communi ty of interssts of 
technici8ns 18ndo~mers, industrialists 
La.uterh:whq sc ripti VA rec rui tm811t, 
(Latin AmericA)little long-rqnge 'Olan-
ning, cost-accounting 
rqre, changes-more HWRre 
of ueed for trainin~, 
sDeci 81i Z?tiol1 
invest in land (prestige) 
prRfer quick profit to 
long-rnnge cast reduction 
Lipset 8.criptive recruitment,per-invest in l8,nd(prestige) 
(Lgtin Americ8) sonal dc.>ci sicm-m.9king, prefer quick 'Orofi t to 
Harris 
(Africa) 
~ieyer 
(Hiddle East) 
Papanek 
(Paki stan) 
Petras 
(Chile) 
SaYigh 
(-f,ebanon) 
recent chan~es-hire more long-renge cost re~uction 
non-family iembers 
mistrust nepoti~~-17~ 
prefer to hire familY, 
331 outsiders, SO~ 
indifferent 
n.d. 
do not keep records, lRck most investment in commerce, 
trade 8.ssociations, li ttletrad_e, financ e - Nant high 
cOl1centr8.tion, much put- profits 
tinp-:: out 
ascriptive community 
recruitin~ - trend to 
more professionalism 
modern attitudes to 
emploJees, not stress 
10 yal,t y 
trend to long-gestation 
c~pital intensive invest-
ment, avoid land and 
re8.l estate 
elite transfers funds to 
industry as agriculture 
stagnA.tes 
as ch8.nge from indi v. urefer long-range planninp'; 
O1'mer to corpore,tion, as lonr.:-term investment, low 
edu. increases, less profit rn?rgins, Nillingness 
centralization, more prof.to shift ta new products 
mRn8.g:e,ment - 97"0 double-
entry bookkeeping, 60~ 
cost accounting, 54~ 
audit services 
Strassmann little delegation- n.d. 
(Latin America)changes RS more lrn01\Tledge 
of modern business 
practice 
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Chart D: Char9.cteri stics of EntrAPreneurs:frugali ty, social 
origins (n.d.= no data) 
Stu~d~y __________ ~F~ru~,~~8~.1-=i_t~y ________________ S~0~c~i~a~l~O~r~i~~~~~in~s~ ________ _ 
Alexander 
(Sreece) 
Alexander 
(Turkey) 
Aubrey 
(El Salvador) 
Ayal 
(Japan) 
Berna 
(-~ladras ) 
Branden burg 
(I~exico ) 
Carroll 
(Philippines) 
Cochran 
(Argentine) 
Dean 
(Sao Paulo) 
Fillol 
(Argentina) 
Harris 
(.I.~i geria) 
Hazlehurst 
(Punjab) 
divert profits to 
personal incorne, hi~h 
pattern consumption 
n.d. 
n.d. 
asceticism, frugality 
n.d. 
n.d. 
Catholics-low value 
on saving 
li1TAd modestly 
n.d. 
n.d. 
take low s9laries for 
selves but rpquired to 
snend large amounts on 
extended families 
refugees and Sikhs-
hig:h consumption, other 
castes SAve, hide 
't-Teal th 
30:~ inheri t from father, 
careers prior to entrepre-
neurship =5% prof.,8·;~ exec., 
19.2~ craftsmen, 21~ big 
merchAnts 
occuuRtions of fathers-
traders, large farmers, 
craftsmen, skilled workers 
MOSt from merCAntile group, 
severF.tl p18nters 
n.d. 
varied origins, largest 
~roups= domestic traders, 
graduate engineers 
large firms predate 
Revolution, present owners 
inheri ted. 
pre-1949-onlY 23~ upper 
cless ori~ins, 1950-
60, 79~, mer cm.nt-entres. 
rlê'nlace craftsmen-entres. 
working-ctlass Italian 
orir;ins 
nearly aIl entres. from 
plantation elite 
n.d. 
hip.:h status entres. have 
high status fathers -
but also sorne 80c1.9.l 
mobility 
n.d. 
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Ch~rt D: continued 
Study 
I.~s8.W1 (Middle East) 
Lauterb8.ch 
(Latin America) 
Lipset 
(Latin A.merica) 
Marris 
(Africa) 
Meyer 
(Middle East) 
Pe.p8.nek 
(Paki stan) 
Petras 
(Chile) 
Sayigh 
(Lebe.non) 
FruP-:8.1ity 
rp-Iuctant to reinvest 
profi ts 
n.d. 
n.d. 
n.cl. 
remitted capit81(from 
overse~s) not 
inv8stp-d 
little consumption-not 
enough l uxury p.:ood s, 
traoltionallY limited 
wants, values against 
consum!Jtion 
n.d. 
Soci8.1 Ori gins 
bu1k of m8nufQcturers 
from merchant c1~ss, a 
few land10rds, fewer 
cr8.ftsmen 
n.d. 
n.d. 
Turkey-most from trading 
fami1ies, Iran-IandoNners 
shift to industry to 
avoid taxes 
large C industri8.lists 
h8.ve f8.ther, grandf8.ther 
in trade- recent interest 
of landowaers in industry 
bece,use land reform 
usua11y upper c1ass, upper 
middle c1ass - links with 
landed elite 
tendency of bu.siness- fathers' occupations-
men to rlislike ostent- . Jft.J% tre.de, 26.4% 
ation industry, 8. 7:~ prof., 
few from landlord class 
strassmann n.d. more industries started 
(L8tin AiiJ.erica) by w88.1thy merchants than 
migrant peddlars. artisans 
Chart E: Characteri stics of Entrl':mreneurs: CADi t8.1 
aocumulation, risk-taking (n.d.=no d~ta) 
Study 
Alexander 
(Greece) 
Alexander 
(Turkey) 
Aubrey 
(El SaI vedor) 
Cg.Di tStl accumulA.tion 
50:& self-made 
n.d. 
Risk-taking 
conservative industrial 
Dolicies 
n.d. 
n.d. funcls from tra.dinr.; and 
agricultural profits, 
contacts ________ ...=;.:::..:.::..~;:;.....;.~ _____________________ ._4_._ 
Ayal 
(JAP!:ln ) 
Berna 
(I1.'3drr) S ) 
Bj;andenburg 
(Mexico) 
Carr()ll 
(Philippines) 
X mRrkets 8.broad bi"ing 
in forelgn eXCh8nge 
n.d. 
heavy depend8.nce on per- will take c8lcu18.ted 
80n'3.l, fpmily funds, risk, grlopt ne1·\T lines, 
little bo:rl"'ovTing, smB.ll chqnge with circumstances 
profits "'tnd r~serves 
n.d. willing to tRke risks 
50~ upner cless use fam~L~illing to take 
ily capital to stqrt,morecalculated risks 
use of bFl.nk and gOV' t 
loans, 72·1, r:rowth funds 
__________ ~a~r~e~._r~~~,,~l·n.vested profit 
CochrAn 
(Argentine.) 
Dea.n 
(Sao Paulo) 
Fillol 
reinvflstment of 
corpor8te earnin~s 
profits from import 
trade or plantation 
n.d. 
response to 30's depression 
was morfl ri s}{s to search 
for new uroducts 
n.d. 
n.d. (Argentina) __________________________________________________ __ 
Harris 
(Nigeria) 
Hazlehurst 
(Punjab) 
l s 88.1',i 
(Middl e East) 
47.5··; start ~'Vith own or 
fRmilY (15.4') s8vings 
76~ sorne loans f rom 
g~v't, bank, SUDPliers 
not borrow from banl<s 
but much ~ov't subsidy, 
prflfer private capital 
reluctant to rflinvest 
profits 
c8lculatecl risk-respond 
to profits subject to 
discounting for risk 
10c8.l merchant s oversaVe-
want security - refugees 
more risk 
n.d. 
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Chqrt E: continued 
st ucly. ________ .;:.C...:;;8 . ..;;;D..;::i~t:.:;:a::.:.:l::..._.:.:=l..:..;c:;..c:::;.u=:.;.:m..;:;;u~1..:..;,r:J;..::t;.::i~o~n:...... _ _=.;:R~i.;;;:s.:.:k;..--=t;..;,8~k.:;.;i::..:n~p.:.;;..., _____ _ 
L9.uterb-:::ch hip-:h rp11ance ,011 f8.mily 
(L8.tin Americq) funds, short8.ge of cre-
dit, high interest 
Lioset 
(Vittin America) 
lliarri 8 
(Africa) 
Meyer 
(Mi (l dl e E8,st) 
Paoanek 
(Pâki st8.n) 
Petr8.s 
(Chile) 
Say1gh 
(LebR.l1ou) 
StrAssmann 
(L8.tin Americ8.) 
r8.t es 
n.d. 
ro.d. 
n.d. 
trA.cle importqnt for 
stR.rtinr; inclust ry, 
reinvested funds for 
continu1n~ 
n.d. 
78~ own rt:\sources, 
r~mainder i8 b8.nk or 
non-family l08.ns, where 
resources from nrivate 
business 611& is tr8de, 
cre0it :=tv8il8.b18 only 
l!=lst few yeqrs 
n.d. 
will not risk f~mily 
security or investments-
excessive.get-rich-
quick risk, not calcu18.ted 
risk 
8.void risk- bankruptcy 
i s f8.mil y di sgr8.ce 
==---
n.d. 
n.d. 
n.do 
:9reoccupied. with 
stability, orofits 
culture plays up love 
of :=tdventure 
avoid risk - bankruptcy 
is familv disgrace -
caution becquse chances 
of loss hi~hz uncertainty 
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Chart F: Chara.ctprisitics of Entrpnr~neurs: educ9.tion, 
innovation and technoloR:Y (n.d.=no data) 
Study 
Alexander 
(Greece) 
Alexander 
(Turkey) 
Educational 
ori entation 
Innovation and 
technology 
35·~ entres. are univer- imitate, little 
sity grads- 50C in eng. innovation 
chem" tech.;remainder 
business, eco., law -
sorne want sons to ~o 
into profs but these 
are small businessmen 
trend to mo re 
education 
n.d. 
. n.d. 
Aubrey (El Salv~a~do~r~) ________________________________________________ __ 
Ayal 
(Japa.n) 
Berna 
(Madras) 
Brandenburg 
(Mexico) 
Carroll 
(Philippines) 
Cochran 
(Argentina) 
Dean 
(Sao Paulo) 
Fillol 
(Argentina) 
Harris 
(Nigeria) 
stress on diligence, 
development of 
ex-perti se 
very high propensity to 
innov8.te - ref~.lize can' t 
succeed without adopting 
Western technigues 
pri vate study R.mong entres. have technic~:l.l 
entres., educate sons • traininp:, take 8.dvantage 
n.d. 
of 1dde rangF3 of onportuni ties 
highlY receptive to 
technology, surplus of 
tra.ined uerscbnnel 
78;~ entre s. to college, imi tati ve, send Filipino s 
42;; in bus.R.dmin., eCo. ,abroad to study; post-1950-
commerce, 29'& law, 23~ hil'-;h .:~ engineers, more 
science and tech., research and planning 
sons must be educated 
sons Rnd nephews study 
law, accounting, 
enp;ineering 
n.d. 
choose 'uure' over 
annlied science, nrefer 
urofessional training 
send sons overseas to 
learn eng.,accounting, 
bus.m8.nagement- hig:hest 
consumntion expense ls 
education 
started career by inventing 
ne1>l machine, much adaptation 
imi tati ve, introduce industry 
to suunort agriculture 
cont empt fo r manual wo rk 
only 52/269 have innovated 
mostly R.c1ant- technicr-l.l 
competence still low 
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Ch~rt F: continued 
study Educational 
o ri ent!3.t iO'n 
Innovation and 
technology 
Hazlehurst n.d. biased to new and novel, 
_(_P_u_n~j~a_b __ ) __________________________________ ~r~~f_u~g~ees innovate 
IssaNi 
(Middle East) 
technological education 
almost nonex1stent, 
except more advanced 
countries (Israel, 
Turkey. Egypt) 
Lauterbach increased emphasis on 
(Latin America)family members having 
exec. training, see 
education as important 
for develo'Oment 
Lipset 
(Latin 
reflects values of 
America}landed uPper class, 
di scla,in manum.II11·wO rk, 
legs behind rest of 
Norld re i~ students 
in eng., science 
Marris 
(Africa) 61~ prefer hiring edu-cated stranger to non-
educated friend 
not enough technical 
competence 
n.d. 
disinterest in 
and technology 
n.d. 
science 
Meyer 
(Middle East) 
rotionalization begin- no inno1TRtion, labour too 
ning, some tach. 'schools cheap for technological 
advRnced bU8. practice change 
Papanek 
(Pakistan) 
Petras 
(Chile) 
Sayigh 
(Lebanon) 
train familY members in 
bus. admin.. eng. 
large and merlium f1rms-
66~-college edu., of 
which 67:& i R eco., eng. 
higher level edu. than 
ordinqry businessmen-
57~ high school, 72 te 
celleg~, 34 gr8duate 
or 'Orof e.'38ion8.l studi es 
strassmann estr.:J.bli sh uni versi tiss, 
(Latin America}want engineers, accoun-
tants 
trend to employment of 
technical staff 
research facilities 
limited but readiness 
8nd ability to learn 
neT," methods 
weak identification with 
progress, technology 
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Table I: SumT!1::l.ry of Charts A to F 
x= conforTJ1s to o CIl Ot-f;) o 13 'ej ,-" t-f;) o CIl \Il () c-r fi Oro rtl-" lic-t- @~ li :.1) }Il ;J ~ 'i 0 () :,Il ,Il ..." li p. ro ;::s Model A ..." ~(J (Jll ;::s rt<l ...,,() ()'u :>,..J (f) ""'~ ();::s ro ,r (D 1-" ).1) )\1 c-t-m l)'q IJl1 1-" ~ ..." I-"p:;' CD () ;JO 0= conforms.to :::S>:! li 1--' ;J 'Jq ro CIl l-\) 1-" ~î) 8c-t- ;J 1 ;::s ;0 :::S<l 
l'1odel B c-t-CIl CIl~ 1-" CD 'i rt 1-' ;JI-' ~ j.u Uq rtc-t- o ilJ ~\) ;J~ NS :::s 8 1-" CIl 1-'1-' ~o ..." 1--' rt 
--- = no data ,t- ..." m CD CIl ro rt :.u c-t-o o ..." 
..." "d rt:::S ;J '<1 ,r ...,';::s (JCl0 
0 ..." ~i" c-t- ..." o ;.u <:;::s 
;J 0 ... 0 ;::SI-' .. 
;::s ;J 
Alexander X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 
(Greece) 
Alex8.nder cr X 
(Turkey) 
Aubrey X 0 X 
(El SFllv?Jlor) 
Ay8.1 X X X ,\r X ". (Japa.l1 ) 
Berna X 0 0 X 0 0 X X X 
Oh.dras) 
Branden burg; X X 0 'V. v:: A 
(î1exi co) -
Carroll X 0, 0 0 0 X X X V .'\. 
(Philippines) 
Cochr:1n X 0 0 X ,\r V X X V A .t\. ,~ 
(Argentins) 
Dea.n v X v 0 X X .i\. A 
(Sao P8.ulo) 
Fillol 0 0 0 0 
(Argentina) 
Harris X 0 0 X 0 0 X X X 0 
(NigGri8. ) 
Hazlehurst 0 X X 0 X 
(Punjab) 
l s saTtTi 0 X 0 0 0 
(Nidclle East) 
Lauterbach X 0 0 0 0 0 X 
(Latin America) 
Li pset 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(Lat in America) 
H.qrri s 0 X 
(Afric8.) 
Heyer 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 
(Nicldle E8.st) 
PaDanek 0 X X 0 X X 
(P~.ki St811) 
Petr8s 0 X 0 0 X 
(Chile) 
3ayigh X X X X X 0 X X X X 
(Lebqnon) 
StraSSID8.nn 0 0 0 0 X 0 
(Latin Ai!lerica) 
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In analysing the summary table, the follol~'ing should be 
noted. 'rhe data from the charts on defini tion of entr~proneurs 
and methodology of the studies h8S been omitted, since this 
information wes included solely for the 8id of the reader in 
evaluating d8ta, not RS an aid to analysis of comparability with 
Models A and B. Of the 210 boxes left in the table (ten character-
istics , twenty-one studies) seventy-nine are left blanko Of the 
remainder, sixty-five arA m8rked X, and sixt y-six are marked O. 
Leavinp; aside the category of social origins, "-.Thich is not 
included in 1>10dels A and B, the 18.cK: of conformity to lVIodel B i8 
even more striki l1g. Sixt y-four of the reml=lining boxes are marked 
X, and only fifty-two 8.re marked 0,. Irnmediately, then, it can 
be seen th8t the char8cteristics of entrepreneurs in the Third 
Horld conform even more cIo sely to l''lodel A than they do to Model B. 
One could object to this that the entrepreneurial school's thesis 
is nevertheless proved, isofar A.S a consicler9ble proportion of 
the values and behaviour of Third World entreureneurs ~ conform 
to Model B. The assumption behind such' an argument is that none 
of the values and behaviour of Western entre'Pr~neurs conform 
to Model B. But 8.11 of the evidence presented in Chapter III 
demonstrates that this is a false argument. 
However it is not enough simuly to state that the entre-. 
preneurial school' s model of entrepreneurshi p in'>·underdeveloped 
countl:1~s is invalidated by this summary of the empirical research. 
The empirical data as a whole does not concord Nith Model Bt 
but it will be noted that each innividual characteristic in the 
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summary table v8rles: the X's and. 0'8 are not randomly dlstrlbuted 
among the varlou8 characteristlcs. Therefore the next few pages 
wlll be devoted to R.nalyslng ea.ch Indl vldual chracterl stl c, in an 
attempt to explaln 'Nhy each conforms to one Model or 8.nother 
and to explaln the anoma10us cases. A tedlous task, perhaps, but 
one 'N'hlch ls necessarv ln order to reach a fu11er understandlng 
of the behavlour of entre'Oreneurs ln Thlrd Wor1d countrles and to 
determlne the rele\rance of cul tur8.1 attrl bute s to thls behavlour. 
Flrst, the questlon of status. For the purposes of thls 
study, Ascrlbed status 18 deflned as statEs based on blrth or 
'00 sl tlon, 8chl eved stq,tus R.S ste:tltIs ib'!:{se<i>n weg1 th. Conc eptually, 
lt ls probab1y lncorrect to equate 'Nea1th wlth Achlevement; much 
\.\l'eal th, especla1ly lnherl ted. 1·rea1 th, 1 s not 8chlei.Ted; furthermore 
not 8011 achlei.Tements are translated Into monetary terms. But slnce 
ln the popu1ar mlncl. achlevements are measured by \A,Te8.1th, and 
slnce the popular useage ls the one Nhlch the entrepreneurlal 
school seems to adopted, the wealth-achlevement equatlon wl11 be 
used ln this ana1ysls.lt wl11 be remembered that It ls a major 
contentlon of the entrenr~neurlq1 schoo1 that THlrd Wor1d 
·entrepreneurs aro. "t:>"8.d.l tlonA.l", more lnte rc: sted ln obtalnlng 
ascribed pr8stl~e than ln 8chlev1n~~ stAtus by maklng money. 
Yet of the t~'Telve cases for whlch there ls c1Ata, ten are marked X, 
and only tNO o. The lr~:rport8nt 8.rgurnent to be mqde a~alnst the 
entre'Oreneur18.1 school ln this connection is that NhR.t shoulrt 
be studled ls not wheth~r the motive of the entrepreneur ls to 
m8.ke money or ta achleiJe tr8.ditlonr.:ü status or nr"'stige, but 
rAther whether, whatever hls goal, mQklnp; money ls one Nay of 
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achievini2: that go.q1. Time ~nd qr;ain in the studies it is found that 
bi'tsines8 enternri8e is a l'U::1Y of .qchievinp; urestige, even in 
so-ca11ed "traditiona1" societies. LButerbach points out that in 
L8.tin Americ8. ol'mership of industrv or banlcs i8 8 sign of p:t'estige. 
Sayigh points out tha.t in the Middle E9.st business enterprise 
cornpens9.tes for an inabi1ity to obtain pr8stige in other areRS. 
And of course, in many count~1es those who obt8in financia.1 sUOCess 
can buy tradition81 status. In Fr8.nce of the Ancie't! Regime, 
merchants could enter the nob1esse.~.D2l2!!: in modern 3ng1and, 
businessmen are granted peerages; in modern Nigeri8., Harris 
.informs us, businessmen can buy themse1ves chieft8incies if they 
can pay for the traditiona1 ceremonies~ Symbo1s of traditiona1 
status are ascribed to those who have achieved wea1th. 
It cou1d, of course, be argued that money a10ne is not 
sufficient ta obtain traditional status in these areas; hence that 
after a certain point businessmen will divert their energies 
to obtaining status by different means. HONever, such behaviour 
is no different from that of the modern Western Itnouveau riche" 
who Ni11 att empt to conso1idate hi s finR.ncial sta.tus by obt.-=Jining 
more education and "culture", dressing correct1y, R.nd in genera1 
behaiTing in "rays acceptable to the estab1ished upper c1ass. Such 
behaviour conceiv8.b1y divertS sorne of his attention froID the 
business of ma.1dng money. 
As far as status concerns are involved in the ana1ysis, 
then, it i'Tou1d seem that Third Hor1d entrepreneurs are 1itt1e 
3 Harris, Industrial ••• , op.cit., p.8-39 
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different from their \<lestern coul1terpa.rts. Not so, however, in 
the question of family ownership. Of the sixteen cases for which 
there is data here, fourteen are marked 0, and only two X. 
According to the entrenreneurial school, this situRtion is a 
direct r~sult of the status orientation of Third World entre-
preneurs. When they do enter business, they re~ard it not as an 
impersonal activity of the "economic man", but as a personal 
acti\Tity desis:ned to enhance the status of the family, and as 
such they will be reluctr-mt to q:i Vf> U"O fp',mily control. But 
there are many reasons for family ownership aside from prp.stige, 
reasons which are frequ~ntly mentioned throughout the studies. 
An appropriate legal framework for combining into partnerships 
or corporations may be IFl.cking. In such a case, one 1s safer 
trusting one's immediate family, as did di Tella, or one's 
extended family, as in Nigeria, or even one' s Oliffi caste, as in 
the Punjab, rather than complete strangers. 
In general, al so, i t i El weIl kn01'm that family ownership 
l~as prevalent in aIl developed \Ile stern countri es at the time of 
their industrialization; family Ql~mershi"O is indeed nothing 
less than a stage of capitalist development. 
The story of the rise and fall of social classes in 
Western society ••• is that of the rise and fall of families 
••• Capitalism is ••• 8. soclâtl system wherein p01'ler has been 
transmitted through the family, and wherA the satisfaction 
of ownership lay, in partll- in the family name, by Nhich 
the enterpri se 1'-ras known. 
According to Bell, family ownership declined in the United 
4 Daniel Bell, "The Brea.kup of Family Capitalism", in , 
The End Q! Ideology, (New York: The Free Press, 196o;-p739 
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states partly as 8. result of the general decline of the family, 
(owing largely to the em~ncipation of women) and partly because 
"the increasing importance of profeRsionq,l techniques placed a. 
high 'Oremium on skill rqther than blood relationshiPs"~ Yet 
family 0~mer8hip i8 still fqirly 'Orevalent in the West, inasmuch 
as dynastie ma'!'riages, 1nterlock1ng cl1rectorqtes, and so on 
(as so ably d.ocumented by Porter 1n the Canad1an case )6st1l1 
ex1 st. As for the Th1 rd Horld, DeF.l.n contend s that fam1ly ownersh1 p 
did not ex1st 1n the Sao Paulo case, but he does speak of dynast1c 
marr1ages, and it is probable that the same phenomenon occurs 
in Lebanon, the other anomalous case 1n the charts .. It 1s 
probable, h<!:'lJ'(lJ'ever, that as Th1rd World countr1es develop, overt 
fe.m1ly ol'-rnership 'Nil1 be less prAvalent, for the sqme reasons 
as 1 t i s now less prevalent in the United states. Indeed, ~1eyer 
and Strassma.nn have both noted tAndenctes in this direction. 
If familY oTffl~rsh1p still exists in the Third World, so, 
according to the ch8rts, does nepot1st1c, ascriptive management 
and organization. Thirtenn of the fifteen cases for 1'1h1ch data 1s 
giv~n are marked O. 
the general tendency to act 1n the interests of the 
individual or the family is also evident in the Latin 
American' s inabil1 ty to delegate authorlty or t:O'_· 
co-operate wi th others in a team effort. 7 
The same faults are mentioned over and over again; ove::--
centra11zation of authority, a poorly-trained staff w1th 
imprecise job def1nit10ns, a lack of middle management, a 
.51 b1d, p.41 
6John Porter, The Vertica1 I10s8.ic, (Toronto: Un1v. of Toronto 
Pre ss,1965) 
7 Cochran, "T.tJ,e Ent repr~neur ••• ", OP. ci t., p. 27 
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paternalistic, not impersonB.I, attitude to employees, and poor 
planning and finFtnci8.1 ID8.nagement, including record-keeping. 
Again, however, the s~me arguments can be made as were made 
regarding fa.mily ownership; many of the same practicres go on in 
the developed West, and for the same reasons.lt is often considered 
'Niser to trust one' s family than to trust outsiders. 
International b~nkin~ chRrcteristically has been a 
tlfamily" affair because of the secret nature of much 
of the business, and the need for people one §ould trust 
to be placed in diffe-rent parts of the 't'JOrld. 
In 0 rder to rid oursel ve s of the myth of ascri pti ve ori entation 
in underdeveloped countries 1'1e must also rid ourselves of the 
myth of achievement orientation in developed countries (a tas~ 
which shoudl not be difficult for any social scientist who has ever 
been involved in the academic hiring nrocess). As for the question 
of re.cord-keeping, severàl authors ha\Te mentioned that under 
colonial rule records were often deliberately not kept because 
they would facilitate taxation. In any case, it is important to 
note that in nine of the thi rteen ca,ses which conform to Model B 
specifie mention was made by the authors of changes in management 
and organization towards more "modern" methods, including more 
interest in American management prctctices, the hiring of more 
non-familY members, and the training of family members in modern 
business practice.This evolution of more IImodern" methods in the 
Third World i s simi18r to the evolution which took pla.ce in 
American capitalism; for instance, it 1'18S pointed out in Chapter 
III that the later Robber Barons took more interest in "rational" 
8 Bell, op.cit., p.42 
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bookkeeping th an the earlier. In both cases it is obvious tha.t the 
patterns of management and organization changed as capitalism 
itself developed. 
The investment pAtterns of entrenreneurs in the Third World 
are a major theme of discussion in the entrenreneurial school. 
Given that these entrepreneurs are more inter~sted in traditional 
status than in profit, and given that they do not make long-
range plans or keep accurate account s, i t i s 8.ssumed that most of 
their investment will be in "inventory specul8.tion, short-term 
commercial ventures, investment in agricultur'=1l land, urban real 
estate, or A.broad",9but certainl;v not in developrnent-oriented 
industry. Yet nine cases conform to Model A, and onl:v four to 
110del B, in the data on thi 8 question. Industrial inve stment, 
lonr;;-r:;mge investment, 8.nd di versi fication of interests seern to 
be the rule. Again, the reason forthis i8 simple: entrepreneurs 
in the Third World, like entrenreneurs in the West, invest in those 
areas which are the most profitable. The ti.\l'O bugaboos of the 
entrenreneurial school are "irrational" investment in land and in 
real e state, but thi s type of in\re stment behaviour i soft en 
highly rational. In situAtions of rapid inflqtion such as exist 
in L8tin America, for exa.mnle, it is sensible to buy land as a 
hedge against inflation or to invest in urban real estate Nhich 
Nill ;vield very quick profits. On the other hand i3akistan' s 
entrepreneurs 0.0 not invest in IA.ncl bec'::nlse they feRr land 
redistribution, and the;v do l'lot invest in urban real astate 
because there is 8 short'1p;e of building material8, and industrial 
9 Papanek, op.cit., p.47 
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profits 8,re higher.l0~n the Punjab, entr~preneurs finrl housing 
t8xes too hir::~h for real est8.te development. 1 .. 1 LR.nclowning elites 
. ~ . 
in Chile "'mc1 the î>Iicldle East are transferring their funds to 
inclustry becHuse industri8,1 profits are higher than profits from 
the land. And in Turkey, the Philippines, 8nd PakistRn 
government policies of favouring domestic businessmen and limlting 
the foreign exchAnge 'N'hich can be used for imports ha':restimulated 
domestic industrial develo1)ment. The empirical eVldence, then, 
does not confirm the entre1)reneuri8,1 school' s notion of the 
irrational investment practices of Third World entrepreneurs. 
On the contrary, entrepreneurs in underdeveloped countries act 
8.ccording to the profit motive; l\Thether they can make more profit 
in industry than in landovming or in real estate depends on the 
economic conditions anel government policies of e8.ch country. 
A que stion even more central to the an8.lysis of entrepre-
neurship than that of imrestment patterns is that of capital 
accumulation. The entrepreneuri~1 school contends that a direct 
result of the traditional outlook is the tendency of elites 
in the Third World to consume, not to invest, their income in 
order to keep up w'i th the tradi tional upper class style of living, 
thus hindering c8.pi tal accumule.tion. ( This is an accusation \l1hich 
h8.s also been ma.de, incidentally, in Canada against the French-
Canadian entreprAneur as compared 1'Tith his English-Canadian 
colleague.) The desire for a large spending income, it is felt, 
contributes to the tendency to invest only in quick-profit 
lOi bi d, p. 50 
11Hazlehurst, op.cit., p.91 
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outlets such as real estate, and. to avoid any risk to the family 
income. But in the studies themselves the data on consumption 
habits, or frugality, of entrepreneurs is ambivqlent. Only nine 
studies investigate the problem~ of these five conform to the 
underdeveloped model and four to the d~veloped. Even in the five 
underdeveloped cRses, hONever, the evidence is ambivalent; there 
is no data on ~ ~ of the income is consumed. Whether the 
entrenreneurs spend too much or too little may often depend on 
the analyst 's perceptions of what these terms Mean. fl'he only clear 
case of overconsumption seems to be the Nigerian entrepreneurs, 
who, Harris claims, are forced to divert large amounts of their 
incomes to support their extended families. In general, Weber's 
image of the frugal businessman does not apply. in either developed 
or ~nderdeveloped countries; there is no indication that any 
prosperous bourgeois group in ei ther ce.se hasever li ved beloN 
its means. 
Whatever their consumption habits, entrepreneurs in the 
Third World, as lee.st as far as the P.trea studies ind.icate, do not 
seem to be troubled by a lack of ability to accumulate what 
capital is available .• Obviously, their access to capital is not 
as great as in developed countries; their banking and credit 
systems are not as weIl developed and are often constrained from 
fulfilling their proper functions by neo-colonial political 
or economic pressures~ But within the confines of these instituttions, 
Third World entrepreneurs seem as capable of taking advantage of 
whatever capital is available as "modern" entreureneurs. Only 
t,~o of the ten reported cases did not conform to the developed 
model in this respect, and even in these two cases it May be 
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unfRir to assume that the problem is lack of incentive to take 
advantage of resources, rather thl=:l.n lack of I3.vailabili ty of 
resources.,:Ihe amount of'ldependence on fqmily funds belies the myth 
that Third World entrenreneurs do not save; it also points out 
the need for other sources of capital. In Greece, according to 
AlexandAr, there is a poor capital market, and bank loan terms 
are unattractive; he recommends changing the cost, length of 
time, and collateral requi rements of bank loans in order to 
facilitateccapital accumulation!2 Lauterbach's study is one 
which indicates poor capital accumulation techniques on the part 
of entrepreneurs; nevertheless he himself points out that a lack 
of credit, twenty to thirty per cent interest rates, and the 
omnipresent threat of inflation are at least partly responsible 
for the Phenomenon!3Marris similarly points out the problems of 
getting cre~it in Kenya, where the banks are either foreign-
owned or owned by Kenyan Asians who l'Till not gi ve cred.i t to 
14 Africans. Again, then, i t would seen that a more worthwhile line 
of investigation would be to analyse the structural conditions 
impèding capital accumulation, not the "cultural biases" against 
borroi'-Ting. Or, if one must insist on1hves:tigating such"cultural 
biases': one should also investigate the "cultural biases" of 
foreigners against lending to indigenous businessmen. 
Although, as l-ras mentioned in ChR.pter II~ '.' risk is no 
longer consideréd to be a necessary function of the entrepreneur, 
i~Alexander, Greek ••• , op.cit., p.73 
Lauterbach, op.cit., p.73 
14Marris,op.cit., p.5 
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in twelve of the studies the risk-taking attribute.s of the 
entrepreneur were considered. Presumably, risk-taking is still 
irnport8.nt arnong Thi rd World entrepreneurs because separate C'I t 
financing institutions havenot y.et developed to take over this 
function. Six of the studies were considered to conforrn to î~odel 
A, and six to Model B. The criterion here, of course, is 
calculated ri sk, not unwarranted ri sk; in fact, the 1. get-~ich­
qUick" type of risk in consideree'!. a char8.cteristic of inferior 
underdeveloped entrepreneurship. HO'\\Tever, the idea of calculated 
risk renders it c'!.ifficult to distinguish beb'leen Model A and 
Model B type countries. Entreureneurs in Greece are considered 
to be conserv8tive as regards risk, but then, they have reason 
to be conservative, according to Alexander, given the high cost 
of credit; similarly Strassmann point s out that entreureneurs in 
Latin America do not take ri sl{s because of thei r uncertainty and 
lack of information. On the continuum of risk-non-risk orientation, 
it would seern rational that calculations would indispose such 
entrepreneurs to risk. There is, still, the problem of those 
entrenreneurs ~.:;Slch a.S Lipset and L8.uterbach mention who avoid 
risI{ because they consiner bankruptcy .8. familY disgrace. HOi'-TeVer 
thev too mip-.;ht be willing to take ri S].Œ if the calculated ri sk 
of loss were not as great RS it prpsentlY is. 
The l8st chqrqctpristics of Thire'!. World entrepr~neurs to 
be deal t T'ri th are thei r propensi ty to innovate qnel.· tecrhnological 
change, r-md concomitaht" ,·.rith this, their orientRtion to education. 
The entrepreneuriql school contends that, since they do not 
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believe in universqlistic criteri8. of excellence, Third \-lorld 
entrepreneurs see no need for their sons to get the kind of 
educ8.tion, iri business admini st ration, m8.nagement, or technology, 
np.cessary for the running of a modern enterpri se. Wi thout the 
technical background, they cannot be innovR.tive, and without a 
Imoiüedge of accounting, admini stration, and so forth, they cannot 
act in a r8.tional manner. H011ever the data bely thi s perspective. 
Of the sinrteen CRses for 1'1hich d8.ta exist, fourteen arg marked X, 
and only t,·ro O. The entrenreneurs Nant more snd more education 
for their sons, they engage in private study themselves, and they 
l80Y Rn ever-increasing stress on hi ring educated employees. 
The tvm 8nomalo 11s cases, Fillol qnd Lipset, are both based on 
secondary research only. And even Lipset belies the so-called 
orientation of the Latin Americans to professional and arts 
training in one eX8.mple ~\Thich he I<,i ves; enrollment in a Buenos 
Aires law school was halved in three ye8rs by the simple exped1ent 
of offer:l:ng a programme of fellowships only in technology and 
sCience. 15A small structural chRnge uroduced an immed1ate 
"cultural" change. 
Inasmuch as educ8ted entre"Oreneurs are still i'-Tanting in 
the Thi rd Wo rld, there are sound reasons to 8.ccount for the lack. 
For many years the elites of the formerly colonized countries 
'\Tere excluded by the European Dowers from the kind of eOuc8.tion 
they are n01.r descri bed RS not l'Tanting. Furthermore the developed 
countries are still busy trying to dra"T off as much rrhird World 
talent for their own purposes as they cen, 8S the follo1'ring 
quote from Dean Rusk demonstrates. 
15Lipset, op.cit., p.45 
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Our country L§Ohe United Statwis lucky enough in having 
a strong p01\Ter of attraction OVer foreign scientists. 
Well-administered m±§ration is one of our main sources 
of national 't'1eal th. ' 
(Su ch a phenomenon, of course, is familiar to Canadians who 
until the recent recess,1.Ol'iIl·. experienced a large "brain drain".) 
There ls absolutely no indicA.tion th8.t entrenreneurs in the 
Third Horld are any less concerned Nith obt.'3.ining the skills and 
knowledge necessary for thei r busine ss than entrepreneurs in 
the \<lest. 
Similarly, as regards the tendency to innovation and 
technologi ca.l chA.nge, one i s hard put to argue that the Thi rd 
\oJorld entrepreneurs are more regressive than their Western 
counterparts. The tendency to innovate, like the tendency to 
take risks, must really be seen as a continuum. Alexander, for 
instance, contends that entrepreneurs in Greece are llQ1 
innovative, simnly imitative. But even imitation requires the 
ini tiati ve to find a neilT product or process and introcluce i t to 
a neN environment. And most imitation requires a. certain amount 
of innovation, inasmuch 8S most technology cannot be trl:msferred 
from one area to another \..ri thout sorne sort of adapti ve change. 
Even if i t cftn be proved that there are situations in 1!7hich no 
innovation at aIl exists, there may be sound structural reasons 
for such situations.Meyer, for instance, mentions that it is not 
'North while making technolop;ical innovations in the !1iddle East 
gi ven· the abundallce of cheA.p labourtlta similar theory has often 
been postulated to expla.in 1'1hy Bri tain 1Jh9,de so few technological 
16 . 
quoted in Frank l'1arino Hernandez, "Migration of Talent froID LAtin 
America to the United Sta.tes", in SA.muel Sh.'3.piro, ed., 
Cultural Factors in Inter-American Relations, (Notre Dame, 
Indiana. Univ. of~otre Dame Press, 1968} p.143 
l'Z'Meyer, "Entrepreneurship ••• ", op.cit., '0.124 
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innovations at the end of last century as comnared to the United 
States, which had 8. short8.ge of labour. Similarly Berna li sts a 
whole series of structural problems which deter his Punjabi 
entrepreneurs from innovating; the latest scientific methods 
used in the West are too expensive, there are delays in delivery 
from abroad, there is a shortage of foreign exchange, import 
licences are difficult ta obtain, and it 1s difficult to acquire 
spare parts. 18All of these factors suggest that; although six of 
the fifteen cases with data on innovation conform to Model B, 
structural reasons may be the cause of this conformity: in any case, 
the difference between an innovative and an Rdaptive or imitative 
orientation is slight. 
The above parl3.graph completes the detailed analysi s of the 
data on entrepreneurs in underdeveloped countries presented in the 
twenty-one area studies. The thrust of the 8.rgument has been to 
show, first, that 'tITith the exception of family ownersh1p and tr" l: 
manageria.l practices the d1fferences betw'een entrepreneurs in 
underdeveloped countries and their counterparts in the West are 
not very great, and secondly, that where these diffêrences do 
exist, they can be explained either by structural factors or by 
the stage in the development in capitA.lism which the Third Woorld 
has reached. The so-called "cultural" differences bet'tlTeen the 
developed West and the underdeveloped Third World do not seem to 
exist, and to discuss these différences is simnly to thrm'l a 
red herring A.cross the path of serious research into the causes 
of underde1Telopment. Chapter V will present a Model of entrepre-
neurial behaviour which ",T1ll subsume the values and behaviour of 
entrepreneurs in both the developed and underdeveloped worlds, 
at similar stages of c'3.p1 talist growth. 
1~ Berna, op.cit., p.164 
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Chapter V 
! New Model of Entrepreneurial Behaviour 
It has been the major argument of this thesis that the 
theory of cultural differences between entrepreneurs in the 
developed and the underdeveloped worlds is incorrect, and that, 
in fact, the behaviour and values of entrepreneurs in the two 
areas va.ry very little. In order to prove this point, the 
entrepreneurial school's models of entrepreneurs in both areas 
have been examined. It has been found that the empirical evidence 
concerning the entrepreneurial "cultures" in the two areas did 
not coincide wi th the theoretical frame\'.Tork presented. Indeed, 
if the empirical evidence is examined, it is obvious that there 
is little difference between the behaviour of entrepreneurs in 
the two areas, at least if one compares them at' the same stage 
of capitalist development. A comparision of the American Robber 
Barons with modern entrepreneurs in the Third World, for 
instance, will demonstrate the obvious similarities between the 
two groups, depite the f~ct that both groups behuved or behave 
differently from the modern Western entrepreneur,' 
Model Chas been derived from the empir1cal data presented: 
in this essay.lt projects an image of entrepreneurial values 
and behaviour '''1h1ch can be seen to apply to both the West and the 
Third \vorld at similar stages of development. In both cases 
the major mot1vat1ng force of the entrepreneur 1s the desire for 
profit. Whether the profit 1s used as a stepping stone to 
traditional status or not 1s irrelevant; the point 1s that, 
Model C: Entrepreneurshin in Develoned and Underdeveloned Economies at Similar 
stages of Capi talISt Growth - -
Profit Orientation 
(Protestant, Catholic, and Other Cultures) 
rational calculation of 
best means to obtain 
profit 
maintain family 
ownership only if 
profi table 
1 
l' 
some ascripti ve 
o ri entation in 
management, 
organization, 
but increasing 
tendency to 
professionalism 
1 
investment in 
mo st profitable 
ventures 
(landowning, real 
estate, industry, 
.etc) 
1 
standard of living 
commensurate Nith-social 
position 
dependence on family in corne 
for capital in early stages 
of development - increasing 
use of banks, credit, etc. 
as facilities become available 
~lculated risk-taking 
~" 1 
status based on 
(achiev~d) 1'Tealth-
asoribed status bought 
1 
increasing realization of the 
necessity for education, 
especi8.lly business degrees, 
science, and technology 
1 
increasing amount of 
technological skills 
innovate, imitate, and 
adapt where profitable, 
increasing interest in 
technological change 
. 
1 
--0 
0> 
1 
) 
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whatever his motive, the entrepreneur is out to make money. 
Similarly in both cases the entrepreneur Bcts in a manner 
rationally calculated to acrhieve his goal: his means may 
'--. 
include lying, stealing, exploitation of government subsidies, 
or investment in land, in real estate, or in industrial 
development; but in aIl cases they lead to the same end, profit. 
As for frugali ty, rarely do any of the entrepreneurs live belo't'l 
their means; on the other hand, both in the Third World and in 
the nineteenth-century West much capital accumulation has been 
based on family resources, and rarely has conspicuous consumption 
taken precedence OVer entrepreneurial expansion. As for their 
scientific educational' orientation, i t ~muld seem that at the 
beginning of cqpitalist expansion education and routinized 
technological innovation were unimportant; however, just as 
the Americans developed an interest in these two fields later 
in their development,so interest in these areas is increasing in 
the Third World. In both cases, also, the ability to take risks 
was and is important at a stage of capitalism in which there is 
no sophisticated bankin~ and credit p~ocedure.Entrepreneurs aIl 
over the world are willing to take shrewdly calculated risks. 
Finally, entrepreneurs in t~1e Third \vorld are showing a gro't'ling 
tendency to turn to sophisttcated methods of management and 
organization, just as did their Western predecessors. There is, 
of course, an ascriptive, family-or1ented att1tude, (which the 
entrepreneurial school never fails to point out) among Th1rd 
World entrepreneurs, but the many volumes wh1ch have been 
written about the upper classesin North America indicate exactly 
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the same tendency in the West. Indeed, unless one intends to pass 
on one's earn~ngs to one's family, one has little incentive to 
defer gratification and invest rather than consume. Without a 
family orientation, there is little reason to create a long-
term profit-makin~ enterprise. 
It is weIl at this point to make a brief excursus into 
the question of the social origins of entrepreneurs. The entre-
preneurial school delights in exalting the "poor boy makes good" 
myth insofar as the American Robber Barons are concerned, yet in 
studying the Third World it examines the cultural attributes 
only nf the upper, not the lower classes. The lower classes are 
not regarded as a base for potentiRI entrepreneurial talent. 
fhe reason for this tendency is obvious. The data in Table l 
of Chapter IV, on the social ori~ins of entP.epreneurs, are aIl 
marked 0, not X, because none of the entrepreneurs conformed 
to the image of the successful man rising from the ranks; rather, 
they were more likely ta come from the old upper classes. The one 
exception is Torcuata di Tella, who supposedly was a working-
class immigrant to Argentins. But while di Tella's family may 
have been working class in Argentina, it was not so in Italy. 
Rather, he came from an educated family which had emigrated when 
it lost the money it sank in a grain mill in Italy.l There are 
certainly flewlower class entrenreneurs in the Third World, fi~om 
peasant or urban proletarian backgrounds. Instead most entrepre-
neurs tend to be sons of landlords, merchants, or at worst 
craftsmen. They come from social groups which can afford to give 
lCochran and Reina, Entrepreneurship ••• , op.cit., p.35 
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them the educRt10n and f1nanc1Ql back1ng they need. Only 1n a 
drastically reorgan1zed system could the real lower classes be 
regarded as a potent1al source of entrepreneur1al talent, and by 
tac1tly 19nor1ng the poss1b111t1es of such reorgan1zat'1on the 
entrepreneur1al school reveals 1ts status ,g.J!Q. or1entat1on. 
In every respect, then, 1nclud1ng their soc1al or1g1ns, 
the entrepreneurs of the modern Th1rd World resemble those of the 
West, at least 1n the ear11er stages of 1ts development. It cannot 
be suff1c1ently re1terated that the so-called cultural d1fferences 
batween the two groups are an unreal construct, a red herr1ng flung 
g.across the path of ser10ns research 1nto the causes of under-
development. Of course cultural difference3 ex1st, and always 
w111 ex1st, 1n d1fferent areas of the worlci', but the1r effect on 
the development of a bourge01s class 1s m1n1scule, They are a 
straw man, to be attacked 1n order to avoid the real 1ssues. 
There seems no reason to assume that Th1rd World entrepreneurs 
are any less mot1vated by prof1t than t'he entrepreneurs of 
developed areas. 
In fact, 1n order to ma1nta1n the va11d1ty of the1r 
theory, 1t has been necessary for the entrepreneur1al school to 
consistently d1sregard the results of the1r own emp1r1cal area 
stud1es. V1rtually aIl the soc1al sc1entists 1o.rho have conducted 
the area stud1es used 1n thks cr1t1que are members of the same 
school of thought as the entrepreneur1al theor1sts. Yet they 
frequently conclude the1r essays w1th the same argument wh1ch 
has been made throughout th1s cr1t'1:!que; that the causes of the 
d1fferences1n entrepreneurial behaviour are structural, not 
cul tural. Carroll ma1nta1ns that F111p1no entrepreneurs ,are more 
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directly influenced by economic than by noneconomic faàtors; 
differWfL p8.tterns of economic opnortuni ty, he believes, will 
change the suppl Y of ent~epreneurs. Hazlehurst maintains that 
the changes necessary in the Punjab are structural, not cultural. 
Harris maintains that 
••• Nigerian entrepreneurs respond i n an,~ economi cally 
rational manner to profit opportunitiesLLan~7 ••• changes 
in economic environment can be sufficient to el1c1t a 
subst8,ntial quanti ty of entrepreneurial services ••• ~ 
And more than one soc1al scient1st makes the point that entrepre-
neurship in the Third World resembles entrepreneurship in 
the West at a similar stage of development. Meyer contends that' 
his observations on entrepreneurship in the Middle East could 
apply to any society in the commerciAl/agricultural stage of 
capitalism; for instance, he claims, Naples in 1450, London in 
l650,and Boston in 17508 3 And even st ras smann, no admirer of 
Latin American entrepreneurship, writes 
In conclusion one might recall that a few generations 
age British, American, !:md Scandinavian industrialists 
behaved in about4the same way as Latin American indus-tr1alists today. 
Indeed, my rejection, in the introduct10n to this essay, 
of Frank's criticism that the entrepreneuriAl school of develop-
ment is a-historical, may have been too hasty. It is true that 
the entrepreneurial school does use historical data. But it is 
doubtful that it has any theory of historiéal development. 
There 1s no consideration of the fact that there are different 
stages of capitalist development, even among the more spohisticated 
3Harris, Industrial ••• , op.cit., pp.4-64 and 9-5 
4Meyer, "Entrepreneurship ••• " ,op.ci t., p.l)l 
Strassmann, op.cit., p.155 
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wr1ters. Furtado's cr1t1c1sm of Schumpeter 1s apte 
One defect of SChumpeter's theory 1s 1ts spur10us 
un1versa11ty. The sp1r1t of enterpr1se 1s presented as 
an abstract category~ 1ndependent of ~ and the ent1re 
1nst1tut10nal order.~ 
W1thout entering into an anlysis of the development of 
capitalism, 1t can safely be stated that most of the differences 
which truly ex1st between entrepreneurs 1n underdeveloped and 
developed areas are the result of their differeing levels of 
cap1ta11st development.The potential of entrepreneurial talent 
1s always there, but whether or not it 1s used, and how it 1s 
used, depends on structural facto~s. 
For 1n aIl parts of the 'toJ'orld and at aIl times in hi! story 
there have been ambitio~s, ruthless, and enterprising men 
who had an opportunity and were willing to ttinnov'J.te tt , to 
move tothe fore, to seize power and tb exercise author1ty 
•.• It shou]d be obvious that what the theor1st80~fentre­
preneursh1p has to explain 1s not the sudden appearance of 
men of genius ••• -but the f~ct that these men in a certain 
historical constellat10n6h8.ve turned the ttgenius" to the accumulation of capital. . 
S1milarly, the development of nel'V or1entat10ns among entrepre-
neurs in the Thi rd World; for instanc e, their grow'ing interest 
in education and professional management, has not been caused by 
the attempts of American social sc1ent1sts to persuade them to 
change their cultural biases. Rather it has been the result of 
the structural evolution of capita11sm in their society. 
One major purpose of this thesishas been to demonstrate 
that there are no sip-;n1ficant cultur.'::ll differences",between 
entrepreneurship 1n the developed. and underdeveloped 't'JOrlds. 
It 1s far from my 1ntention, however, to suggest that the 
5Celso Furtado, Development and Underdevelopment, (Berkeley: 
Un1v. of California Press,l9b4) p.4? Ita11cs mine. 
6paul A. Baran,The Po11t1cal Economy of Growth, (New York: 
Modern Reader Paperbacks, 1968) p.235 
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structural processes occurring in both areas are identical. My 
intention is quite the opposite, to show that a stress on 
spurious cultural differences has obscured the very real structural, 
especially economic, differences in the two areas. The most 
important factor inhibiting ind~strial development in the Third 
World is the effects of coloniàlism and neo-colonialism. Sorne of 
these effects have been mentioned in passing in this essay; the 
lack of credit and banking facilities, or their control by 
outside powers; the 1ra,ining off of educated personnel to developed 
" 
areas; the difficult~es in adapting tech~ological innovations and 
in obtaining spare parts. 
It has been argued that to discuss whether er not an 
indigenous ènt.repréneur1:al, cl:a:ss't;).CD~r;bbllrgeoi sie, has been 
permitted to form in Third World countries is a useless exercise, 
iasmuch as the cultural theory o~ development is passe, and 
furthermore, the future path of development in these countries 
will probably be through socialism, not capitalism. But these 
are dangerous arguments to use •. First, the cultural theories of 
development are not dead. They are still propagated, and they 
are propagated especially to the elites of Third World countrtes 
who come to North America to be educated. f'loreover the cultural 
theoryr'Supports the notion current among sorne elements of the 
New Left of the relativity, separation, and equality of aIl 
culture s. Such lefti s:tis::- beli eve, for instance, that the Buddhi st 
or Hindu cultures are not oriented to development, that the 
values of Eastern peoples do not include material prosperity; hence 
~he countries of the West should not impose their imperialist 
notions of prosperity on these peoples. Even if it were true that 
these cultures are not oriented to development, l'lhere the religious 
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precepts of a nation are used as an "opiate of the people" to 
induce them to forget their materia1 deprivations, such religions 
must be attacked. 
Most importantly, one must realize that even if the 
future path to deve10pment of underdeve10ped countries is through 
socia1ism, the fact that they have been prevented from passing 
through an advanced captalist stage because of their co1onized 
past will ma}{e the task of socialism a1l the more difficu1t. 
l am not, of course, suggesting the promotion of a cB.pi ta1i st \' 
bourgeoisie in the Third Wor1d as a necessary stage of deve1opmen~ 
on the way to social1sm. The t1me 1s past for such a c1ass to be 
usefül. Nevertheless, the 1ack of a capital1st stage will make 
the change to soc1al1sm harder. C~pitalism prov1des a 1iterate, 
skil1ed work force, a techno1ogica1 basis, the necessary infra-
structure, and a centra1ized state and bureaucratic apparatus 
which can direct economic change. Without these prerequisites, 
Third Wor1d countries may be forced to pass through intensive 
periods of industria1ization, with their concomitant abuses of 
the rural peasantry and to a 1esser extent of the urban 
proletariat, such as occurred in the Soviet Union in the 
1920's and 30's. 
For it is certain1y not my intention, in criticizing the 
entrepreneuria1 schoo1's mode1 of entrepreneurship, to deny 
the re1evance of many of the values and behaviour patterns it 
postu1ates to economic deve1opment. Whether capita1ist or 
soc1a1ist, rationa1ism, a stress on the ca1culation of costs, 
efficient management based on criteria of merit, the accumulation 
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of capital, a desire for education, and the capacity to innovate 
are all necessary preconditions for economic growth. Max Weber 
has without doubt made a valuable contribution to sociology in 
his discussion of the rational ethic which develops in a modern 
state. Certainly the Russians and Chinese have geared their 
educational systems towards crc.ating a "rational" personality. 
The economic history of the Soviet Union provides a useful 
guide to the problems encountered by a socialist state in 
encouraging the development, not so much of a capitalist, but of 
a rational ethic. Technological innovation, for instance, was 
encouraged in the Soviet Union as early as the mid-30's with the 
Stakhanovi te programme 1~hich encouraged workers to look for 
better ways of manufacturing their products. 7 The Liberman reforms 
of 1965 have taken a further step in this direction by lifting 
the burden of monthly or quarterly production quotas from 
managers in order tQ encourage them to experiment more "-ri th 
different "combinations of resources".8 
But it must also be remembered that under a socialist 
system those fu~ctions for which an entrepreneurial class 1s 
deemed so necessary by the entrepreneurial school can be 
fulfilled by the state. Technological inno~ation, and even more 
so imitation and adaptat10n, Can be routinized to a certain 
extent in state-supported research and development centres. 
State control of industriel enterprises, and of crejit and banking 
facilities, results in much larger and efficient aacumulation 
7Maurice Dobb,Soviet Economic Develoument since 
International Publishers, 1966)p.46S ff. 
8"Statutes on the State Production Enterprise"~ 
of ~ Soviet Press, 17, no.42, (Nov.10, 1965) 
l2lZ, )Ne",r Y:ork& 
Current Digest 
p.5 
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of capital, especially considering the gains to be made when 
capital is no longer drained off into priv8.te profit or exported 
OVerseas. And of course, the chances of loss in financiAl risk-
taking will be cut dOi~ tremendously under state control, first 
because its access to information, and therefore its security, 
will be much greater than that of the individual entrepreneur; 
secondly, becal1se it will not be sub:~ect to the exploitation and 
vagaries of t~e capitalist system. 
In conclusion, then, one ~ust not throw out the baby with 
the bathwater. That grain of truth Nhich exists in almost aIl 
theories also exists in the entrepreneurial school. But its 
truth lies not in its contention that an entrepreneuri81 class 
is needed for development; rather, it lies in its advocacy 
of a rational, efficient, cost-oriented way of conducting the 
business affairs of any nation. This grain of truth, however, is 
acknowledged in many theories besides that of the entrepreneur1al 
school; in fact it is ub1quitous in writings on development. 
Hence the entrepreneurial school has nothing new of value to 
offer, but its potential for harm, as l have attempted to 
demonstrate time and again throughout this essay, is great. 
It 1s best done away w1th. 
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